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1.0 	 Scop 
1.1 	 This report documents and suamarizes the results of the.efforts of 
Collins Radio Company -pursuant to the requirements of Contract 
NAS 9-8142. This report, in conjunction with" the equipments referenced 
in Article IX, shall fulfill the requirements of Article I of Contract 
NAS 9-8142. 
2.0 	 Reference Information 
The necessary reference information required for execution of this 
contract vwas derl ved- from the Statement -of Work, Exhi bi-t A to NAS 9-8142, 
dated 29 June 1968 and all applicable'doduments referenced therein.
 
3.0 	 Summary of Effort
 
Two different types of S-Band Power Amplifiers were modified. The 
Apollo Block II Engineering model PP-2 was modified primarily in 
the RFcircuitry to determine the feasibility of ferrite ci'rculator 
switchino. The S-Band Power Amplifier D-l was modifi-ed in the power
supply 	area to. improve efficiency and operational characteristics., 
3.1 	 Engineering Model PP-2,.CRC P/N 514-0011-001 
circuitry associatea witn the 5 watt mode arid replacing the lrdnsco 
coaxial switches with a ferrite isol-ator/switch -assembly and its 
associated control circuitry. As a result of these modifications,
 
it was necessary to replace 'the original component mounting board with 
a' redesigned unit containing fewer component parts. 
The ferrite isolator/switch assembly, utilized in this modification,
 
contains six switchable ferrite circulators and two load isolators with 
integral loads. The assembly was designed to fit between the traveling 
wave tubes and to thus utilize the space previously occupied by the 
Transco swi.tches and their mounting bracketry. 
The form factor of the ferrite assembly necessitated a redesign of the
 
conncctor/line filter 'housing and the relocation -oF the RF attenuators
 
to provide adequate clearance between the connector/line filter housing
 
and the top of the ferrite assembly.
 
The PP-2 model was rebuilt and is defined as PP-2 (modified) in this 
report 	and so marked on'the name plate. During pre-ATP testing an
 
oscillation was found to be present when all- interface connectors,
 
J2, J3, J4 and J5 were not terminated in 50 ohm loads. Further discussion 
on this subject is contained in Section 6. The oscillation problem was
 
overcome by the use of a small, lightweight, coax switch, K2, in place 
of the input amplify/bypass circulator switch. This approach was 
selected because of schedule and cost considerations. Testing was con­
tinued and the final ATP data taken is presented in Section 8.
 
eCD 
3.2 Engineerinq Model D-1, CRC P/N 514-1400-001 
The engineering model D-1 S-Band PA was modified by removing all 
components and-redesigning the entire layout. The new layout has

the RF components mounted on the top (connector half) and the power

supplies below the heat sink mounting flange. The only fabricated
 
parts reused were the top and bottom half case shells. The original





The power supplies (one for each TWT) were redesigned utilizing
 
circuitry similar to the MOL S-Band power supplies which have opera­
ted satisfactorily ,when subjected to space qualification environments.
 
Modifications to the MOL S-Band power sdpplies were necessary to
 
accommodate the higher power requirements of the D-1 S-Band Power 
Amplifiers. The new power suppliesare mirror images -of each other 
to simplify mechanical design. 
The'D-1 model was modified as indicated above, and-is now referred
 




3.3 -Ferrite Switch Life Test
 
Eight ferrite (circulator) switches were subjected to a 6000 hour life
 
c.hanged, by reversal of coil voltagepbiarity, at 6 minute intervals
 
throughout the entire period of the test. The.units ware driven by
 
a TWT amplifier which provided 20 watts of input power at S-Band 
frequencies.
 
Electrital measurements for insertion loss and port-to-port isolation
 
were made prior to initiating the-test and at each 1000 hours during

the-test period. The final data, taken at the end of the 6000 hour
 
life test, and the interim test data taken at the end of each 1000 hours 
of testing, indicates no degradation of performance for the composite






The measured RF performance is compared with predicted and typical ATP
 
data on similar equipment. The PP-2 (modified) is compared with an
 
S-Band PA production Q model Serial Number 0010 and the predicted output 
power was +40 dbm for all conditions. The D-1 (modified) is compared

with the original ATP on D-1 taken 3 August 1966.
 
4.1 S-Band PA Model'PP-2 (Modified)
 
Table 4.1-1 is a listing of ATP RF data taken on PP-2 (modified) and
 




ATP RF Data Taken on PP-2 (Modified)
 
and Q Model 0010
 
PP-2(Modified) Q Model
 (dbm) SN 0010
(dbin) 
PM low drive 40.95 41.2 
Output mid drive 
 41.0 41.2
 





PM low drive 40.4 
 41.4
 
Output mid drive 
 40.9 41.5
 





I ;I,-,' i " v" O w 
Output mid drive 
 40.8 41.15 
Power Lhigh drive 40.65 41.0
 
(VI) 
FM low drive 40.6 41.4
 
Output mid drive 
 40.85 41.65
 
Power high drive 
 40.8 41.55
 (V2) 
PM Bypass loss 
 2:5 db 2.3 db
 
Receive loss 




PM low 23.6 dbm 
 FM low 19.2 dbm
 
mid. 24.7 dbm 
 mid 20.3 dbm 
high 25.6 dbm high 21.2 dbm 
data was taken 17 June 1969 and Q model SN 0010 data was taken 7
December 1966. The Apollo specification called for more than 
+40.5 dbm output power in both FM and PM modes. The data shows that 
PP-2 (modified) met the Apollo output power levels (+40.5 dbm) for 
all conditions except one, (+40.4 bm) in PH mode usino V2 and lowdrive. There was, however, only 0.] db margin above the +40.5 dbm 
on the next lower power output in FM using VI and low drive. It
should be noted that Qmodel-0010 measured 0.5 db above +40.5 db 
output at its lowest power level. This power output level is
 
typical of the Apollo Block IIpower amplifiers. The ATP data was
 
taken at room ambient conditions.
 
The predicted output power was greater than +40.0 dbm under all conditions.
 
No environmental tests were conducted on PP-2 (modified) on th.is contract. 
The measured 0.4 db margin in power output would allow the modified 
PA to meet the +40.0 dbm requirement under environmental conditions 
similar to those used in.Apollo Block IIqualification.
 
4.2 S-Band PA D-1 (Modified) 
Table 4.2-1 lists the pertinent ATP data taken on D-1 and D-I (modified).

The RF circuit of D-1 was not modified but the physical layout was 
changed to allow the power supplies to be placed side by side below
 
the heat sink center plate. All the RF components, including the TWT
 
amplifiers, are mounted above the heat sink center plate. The RF 
components are-closer together i-n D-1 (mndi Fied) all-owing less inter-

UIITIuLiIILUCLA oaGU iue5U H Woo- uI GU1b i pU"C,fuh i ICS iqilc VULPUMU. 
Power output-of D-1 was about 41.7 dbm and power output from D-1 (modified)
 
is approximately 42.8 dbm. The difference is partially accounted for
 
by removal of the diplexer which has a 0.55 db insertion loss. The
 
remainder of the improvement was achieved by a more efficient RF layout
 





ATP Data Taken on D-1 (Modified) and Original D-1
 
D-1 (Modified) . D-1 
(dbm) (dbm) 
Output low drivo* 42.85 

Power i, mid drive, 42.9 
(Amplifier 1) [high dri've 42.6 
DC Power(Amplifier 1)' 108.5 watts 
Output low drive* 42.65 
Power. mid drive 42.85 
(Aniplifier 2) high, drive 42.6 
DC power (Pmplifier 2)*-k 110 watts 
Bypass loss 0.9 db 







**Measured using +28.0 Vdc input at mid drive­












V.68 db *** 
5.0 Reliability
 
The reliability effort on this program consisted of the following:
 
1. Ferrite switch life test and test report (Appendix A).
 
2. Part application tests made on both power amplifiers.
 
3. Participation in parts selection-and application.
 
5.1 Apollo PP-2 (Modified) 
The replacement of mechanical RF switching with solid state (ferrite)
switching resulted in an inherent improvement in reliability althougn
this improvement is not numerically supportable by the out-dated 
failure rates for ferrite devices listed inMIL-HDBK-217A. Thedeletion of the 5 watt mode and associated control logic resulted in
 




5.2 S-Band PA D-1 (Modified)
 
The reliability of the modified D-1 PA, if viewed only from the basis
 
of component part count, has a lower reliability prediction than the
 
unmodifiedun fowever, the prediction for the unnodified unit did 
stresses beyond their rated limits. All 
parts used in the modified.
 
unit have been derated per Apollo and MOL part derating requirements

and the resulting improvement in reliability has been demonstrated by
1) the testing performed-on the power supply developed for the MOL
 
program during both development and prequalification testing and 2) by







6.1 Apollo PP-2 PA
 
The engineering model PP-2 was modified by replacing four mechanical
 
RF switches with a single ferrite switching package and relocating

most of the electrical components. 'The 5 watt mode components as well
 
as the control logic circuitry were removed providing the extra space

needed for the switching package.
 
6.1.1 RF Path Modification
 
The four Transco coax switches were renlac&d with an is.olator-switch 
package part number 044-0052-277. The 00-052-277 specification is 
presented as Appendix B to this report. The isolator-switch package
 
was designed by E and M Laboratories and Collins Radio Company to
 
electrically replace the Tr-onsco switches and to fit in the space

provided by removing various comporents and mechanical parts. The
 
physical form factor of the package is optimum for the Apollo Block II
 
PA configuration only, as the switch package fits between and above 
the traveling wave tubes. The present form factor has the center of 
gravity, CG, located too high for good vibration characteristics.
 
Refer to Appendix B for outline-drawings of package. This package 
contains six switchable ferrite circulators and two load isolators. 
The'addition of the. load isolators to this package gives protection 
to the traveling wave tubes that 'Was not provided in the original 
Block II PA desi'gn.
 
During' testing an oscillation at 3.3 GHz was found when no rf drive wa 
present. A feedback path was found in the PM bypass rf circuit caused 
by-too little isolation i-n the output bypass switch. The isolation 
problem is due to the fact that the triplexer PM input is 50 ohms 
(1:2:1YVSWR) only' at the center frequency 2-287.5 MHzt+,3 MHz). At 
other frequencies the VSWR goes up and the in-going Af or noise is 
reflected back and goes through the reverse bypass path to the TUT 
input. The phase of the feedback must be correct for oscillation to
 
occur and is determined by the electrical length of the rf path and
 
the reflection coefficient of the triplexer PM input as a function 
of 'frequency. 
Tyical Hughes 394H TWT amplifier has a saturated gain of 26 db and
 
a maximum gain of 30 db just below saturation. The maximum gain of 
30 db indicated at Teast 40 db of isolation should be provided for
 
safe operation. This was verified in the lab when,a variable atten­
uation was placd in the feedback path. Oscillations were present 
? 4,00 tfnrpr 4 An' Ah 4rrfl,+4, 44A?,h rn1tA" nA !0-c m Two'Krr+ 
solution to, the problem would be to redesign the ferrite switch­
package to provide the proper isolation, however, schedule and cost 
considerations, prohibited this approach. The fastest and least 
costly solution to the oscillation problem was to incorporate a small 
lo) power coax switch in the input bypass/amplify position to replace 
the input circulator switch. The coax switch selected was an Amphenol 
RF Division Type 303-10179-il unit. This coax switch provides greater
 
than 60 db isolation at all the frequencies that the TWT can amplify. 
The Amphenol switch was mounted inside the PA and is controlled by 
the PM amplify indicating circuitry. Refer to Section 7 for location 
of-the added switch, K2.­
6.1.2 Logic Circuit Modification 
The control logic circuitry was removed along with circuits that shut­
dowl the. TWT voltage when switching the various modes of operation. 
mode reduced the number of control components.The deletion of the 5 wat 
The control logic circuit'was located on the circuit board. Removing 
thecontrol components allowed space for a new board layoutwith better 
for wiring and testing.accessibility to the components 
The new circuit board has a current regulator to control the dc current 
to the switching package at 130 ma for optimum RF characteristics.7 
6.1.3 Power Supply Modification
 
The Block Ii S-Band power amplifier uses a 400 Hz three phase source
of power. The power supply was modified by removing the components
(transforiiers, diodes, chokes, etc.) that were connected with the
 
5 watt mode. Since both trayeling wave tubes had 5 watt mode power

supplies, the space savings was large and allowed the swiLching pack­
age to fit inside the unit. 
The high voltage series regulator was modified per the MOL S,-Band
Power Apliffie>. The modification changed the series regulator
transistors to a single higher voltage transistor and improved the
 
efficiency of the regulator. The 5 watt mode components were removed
 
allowing a simpler circuit.
 
The thermal time delay relays were removed and replaced with solid 
state timers that require less power and space.. The timer-circuit 
was adapted from the 11dL power amplifier design. Transistor Q23, 
time constant components., R101, C30 and SCR Q22 form the timer. 
Refer to schematic in Section 7. 
The loss of .phase circuitry was modified to improve performance and 
reduce thetequired number of components. 
The connector housing plate was redesigned to orovide clearance above
 
the switching package. The connector plate contains 23 feedthru RF
 
filters used for reducing conducred interference. 
. 
6.2 S-Band PA D-1
 
The NASA S-Band PA Engineering model D-1 was modified with new power

.supplies and a different RF circuit layout.
 
6.2. RF Path Modification
 
The-original 
-PA D-1 had the RF components distributed throughout-the

inside of the unit interconnected with relatively long coax cables. In 
D-1 (modified) all the RF components, including the TWT amplifiers,, and 
interface connectors -are in the top hialf of the assembly. The RF 
components are interconnected with relatively short coaxial cables 
thus providing lower -RF loss. The only RF component cianged' in D-I 
(modified) was the load isolator. The new isolator is slightly smaller 
and with one-third the weight of the Raytheon isolator used in the 
original unit. The isolator used is one that was, purchased under
 
NAS 9-7203 and transferred to NAS 9-8142. It should be mentioned that 
the diplexer is not packaged ins.ide D-1 (modified) but is mounted on 
the bench test mounting fixture. Removal of the diplexer made the 




New pojer supplies were required because of inefficient and sometimes 
faulty oDeration of the original D-1. The new power supply design was 
adapted from the MOL S-Band PA. Two power supplyassemblies are used, 
one supply for VI and the other for V2. The necessary interlocking 
circuitry is provided in both assemblies to prevent both supplies
 
operating at the same time. The new power supply uses a pre-regulator
operating at 20 to 32 volts dc input driving a filament inverter. 
The pre-regulator is a high efficiency switching regulator up-converter
and is adjusted to provide +36 Vdc output under all input voltages and 
output loads. The switch.ing regulator runs at 43 kHz. Refer to 
Section 7 for the D-1 (modified) schematic diagram, The regulated vol­
tage is then used to power the,filament inverter, timer circuit and the 
power inverter. The filament inverter is an oscillator running at 10 kHz. 
One output winding provides the 5.2,-Vrms filament voltage. The winding
has five taps to adjust the filament voltage to within +0.1 Vrms,. 
The timer circuit consists of time- constant components R51, R52, C31 
and Q32 to provide the 90 second +30 second filament warm-up time. 
After 90 seconds Q18 conducts driving Q20 into saturation which switches 
SCR Q27. When Q27 switches-, K1 "ON" coil is energized causing Ki contacts 
BI and B2 to close, connecting the base circuit of the power inverter to 
the emitters. The-power inverter is driven by the filament inverter at 
a 10 kHz ratevand switches the primary of T3 with 36V peak square wave 
Transformer T3 has five vindings-that are used for high voltage power 
and two.windings that provide bias for the series regulator and TWT 
Anode 1 voltage. The high voltage is derived from the.five windings after 
voltage doubling -and connecting the outputs in series. This arrangement
provides low peak inverse vqltage on -the rectifier diodes and elimination 
of high voltage breakdown inside the transformer. 
The series requlator in the power supply sets the cathote-to -helix voltage 
atinpopr aie-%V ---eesitcno -- ...t Tor ai fplP-Yloads. The series regulator is very similar to the one used in the
Block II S-Band PA and the-PP'2 (modified) PA.
 




Relay ype Function 
K1 DC High Voltage ON/OFF power supply 1 
K2 DC - ON/OFF Power Supply 1 
K3 DC -ON/OFF Power Supply 2 
14 RF Input Bypass/Amplify 
K5 DC High Voltage.ON/OFF Power Supply 2 
K6 RF Input RF Transfer 
K8 RF Output RF Transfer 
K10 RF Output Bypass/Amplify 
6.2.3 Efficiency 
Tile power supply efficiency measured about 80 percent using resistive
 
loads in place of the TWT.
 




 DC Input (too) 
19.-5 (100) = 18 percent 
108.5
 
Using jthapverall effi.cency and the measured. power supply efficiency 
of 80 Pertent; the TWT efficiency is calcul6ated: 
0.8 (TWT eff.) = 0.18 
TWT -Efficiency 
.= 
0- - 18 = 22.5 percent (includes 1.3 db RF0.8 output loss) 
It should be noted that the calculations do not reflect the approximate1.3 db loss presenton from the TWT output jack to the'TNC connector, J384the outside of the 'powbr amolifier. The. 1.3 db 1osR cnrresnnnnq tn 
TWT Efficiency - 22:5 - 30.3 percent
.74 
The TWT specification requires a minimum efficiency of 30 percent to 
meet the 25 watt output power. 
SECTION -7.0
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OF SHEETS RI'-,S -­456 1718 1 910121 1 K 
CONIRACYT NO. 
NAE1DATE 
R / \4 - , ' 
APPD y 
-3~. C LP 
- DALLAS. TEX- NEWPORT BE-CH, CALIF CEQAR RAPIDS. 
ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE FOR 
-ODFIEDBLOCK I S-BAUD POWER A,PLIFIER 
IIASA CONTRACT N0. NPS 9-8142 
!A 
SIZE iCODE IDt.NT NO. DWG N. 
........ /.S.LE -rr2,*_'_-_-_o / SHEET " i -f I__-F 
1.0 	 SCOPE 
NA 
2.0 	 REFERENCE *I-NFORMATION 
NA 
3.0 	 REQUI REb:Er TS 
3.1 	 Weight 
Weigh the unit and record weight. 
4.0 	 TEST RE(IiREIENTS 
4.1 	 Power Inout and RF Power-Output 
Prior to starting the test connect the counter shownas by the dashed 
lines on Figure 1 to make sure the signal generators are on the correct 
frequency. 
CAUTION: The drive levels should be set to the approximate drive level required 
,tcreco,-,cting U Lh ipuL Lu dvoid overdriving the 
traveling wave tubes. 
Since 	the RF output measurement system shown in Figure 1 has no provision 
for separating the FMIand PM carriers, it is necessary to turn off the 
rf drive on one carrier in order to measure the power output in the other 
carrier. When both carriers are on the output meter should read approxi­
mately 3 (lb higher than with either carrier individually. Both carriers 
should be on for power input measurements. 
SIZ -oI IDNT NO. DWCV NO. 
SCLEDA Fr ! HETREV 

Dc -
I &c~ecc EO 
t].s\14', ~ C £~ 
C.' 
~Q.O r 






Measure 	 RF Power Output and pow-,er input for each of the combinations 
of voltage and RF Drive levels shown on the data sheets. 
 DC voltage
 
is measured on 	 'of the controlthe front panel unit and the current 
is measured as a function'of voltage drop across an 0.1 ohm resistor. 
Therefore the DC current is ten times ihe voltage 	reading in volts. 
The RF 	 Drive and RF Output ieasuring system must be calibrated and 
the appropriate calibration factors must, be used in order to read
 
power in (Ibm. 
4.2 	 Phase Stability
 
For the Phase Stability Tests connect the Phase Lock Receiver as 
shown
 
by the dashed line on 
Figure 1. Connect True RMS Voltmeter to the 
Dynamic Phase Erroroutput on the receiver. Since no filterin is-br6: 
vided ahead of the receiver, the Fi, Carrier should be shut OFF when 
measuring the ohase itter. 
Set the PN drive level to 24.7 dbm, the line-voltage to 115 volts and 
the DC voltage to 28 volts with PMN in Amp 1 and Amp 1 and 2 to OFF 
measure the phase jitter in -bypass mode to establ-ish, a reference. 
Turn on both Ampl and 2 and measure jitter after completion of the 90 
second warmup. Calculate jitter added by the po.ier amplifier as shown­
on the 	data sheet. 
i - CODE DENT NO. DWG No. 
!SCALE REV SHET 4 
Switch the PM to Pmp 2 and repeat the phase jitter measurement 
again calculate the added jitter as shown on the data sheet. 
and 
4.3 Warmup Time 
Set PiM to Amp 1. and both amplifiers to OFF. *Then turn Amp 1 ON and 
note the time required from switch activation until the PM flag light 
comes on. Record time. Turn Pmp 1 OFF. 
Set PM to Amp 2 and turn Amp 2 ON and not time until 
turns on. Record. 
the PM flag light 
4 4 Loss .of Phase Protection 
With Amp I in 'PM and Amp 1 ON, verify that switching OFF each phase of 
the three-phase power will cause the power amplifier to go to bypass 
asi~iCiu~I nU Icice UVf~) an~s unIMUl e 1(1CltSe s 
* With Amrp 2 in PM and Amp 2 ON, verify that switching 
the three-phase power will cause the power amplifier 
and check the appropriate blanks on,'the data sheets. 
OFF each phase of 
to go to bypass 
NOTE: If a phase switch is OFF for less than one second, the amplifier 
will turn back ON immediately. If it is OFF for more than one 
second it will be necessary to wait 90 seconds before proceeding. 
SIZE JOE N7 DWG NO. 1CaE 
SCALE REV 
4.5 	 Receive Insertion Loss
 
Measure the Receive insertion loss using the test setup shown in 
Figure 2. Connect the counter as shown in the figure by dashed lines 
and §et the frequency to 2106.4 MHz before making measurement. Then 
with the input and output cables connected with a TNC' Adapter set a 
convenient reference level. Remove the adapter and connect in the 
power amplifier. Receive insertion loss is the difference between 
the reference level and the levil read on the fratbr after the power 
amplifier is connected. Record the loss. 
4.6 	 je.erature iMon 1tor Checks 
A voltage is provided within the'control panel which allows measurement 
of the thermistors in the Power Amplifier. The resistance of the 
thermistorcis. jound by measuring the test point voltage the controlon 
uniL drid calculating acotding to the equation shown below. 




Measure and record the resistance of both thermistors.
 
5.0 	 DATA 
The data sheets in this section are marked with the applicable test
 
paragraph number in parenthesis. 
SIZE JCCDE IDENT NO. I DWG NO.
 




Date of Test /S' 
Tested By -) , ­
(3.I 	 Weight. 
Power Amnpi.fider weight- oz NIT __ bs 
SIZE CODE IDENT 0.1 O.T NO.
 
S.CALE fREV JrI EET
 
(4.1) Power 'Output -Date of Test le , ...69 
PM Amp 1 Tested By . . 
AC Line Voltage '115 
PM FM AC DC Dc PM RF FM RFMode Drive Drive Power 'Vol't) le Current Output Output Liits 
PM Output NLT 22. b ,dbm 
-
OFF OFF 24.7 OFF 28 (- (- (d DC Input 
~ampAC Input NMT AmpsT.286'Warmup Warmup OFF OFF 6,0 28 ' o2!DC 30 watts, 
O ON 24.7 OFF , 2-8 "LT40.0 ... m 
O ON OFF 20.3 28 FM Output NLI 40.0 dbm 
01 DIONIT 2 r AC 180 watts 
ON N 0.2.7 /6 j 8 j39 ~______DC Input MIT .286 Awps 
.O,. ON 23.6 OFF 2__ _ PM Output NI.T40.0 dbm 
-
, ON1 ON OFF 19.2 I <- 28 4 FM Output NLTAO.O dbm 
ON ON 23.6 19.2 28 AC Input NiT 180 watts 
m ON ON  2.65,6 OFF " "10-.0'
_ -DC Input Amps; "- ' 28 - _ '"bm. NT .286 
" "/:. f cA PH Output NLT'0.0 dbm
-- __...._-
1-____0 ON OFF 21.2T 2- 28. 
- .- i- - FM Output 'L'i 40.0 dbm 
,<_.. - - ./ C nput tIHT 180 watts 
- N ON 25.6 21.2 /c) 28 ,;y - . DC Input !iIT .286 A;:nps 
ONIf- 2FF2 PM Outpu)Lt NILTAO.0 dbm 
!_____.__DC < ... __ __,__" Input NNT. 364 Amps 
Output - ILT 40. 0 dbin0111Ff,ON O OFF j 20.3 22 r ri t 1"_I 36,1 Awn 
ON ON 24.7 OFF 32 - PM Output ILT 40.0 dbm 
-DC Input NNT 25,AmpsOOFF-- 32 Ou t ju.t 
, ,. Z .C 0 DC Input .NNT .25 Amps 
Oil 01 20.3 '. ,- > < FM NULT40.O0dbm 
(4.1) Power Output Date of Test A y 1 69T 
PM Amp 2 Tested By 
AC Line Voltage 115 
IMo de oPMPMg FM AC 1 DC PM RF' FM RF 

































NLT22 .1 dbm 
NtIT .285 Amps
NT 30 ,at~s 
_______ _ _ ,3 I .J +.. DC Ihput MiT .286 Amps 
ON . O1. 24.7 OFF 8 _ -- I 7/c t--.C PM Output ,ILT 40.0 dbn 
ON ON OFF 20.3 8, FM.Output UT 40.O0 " 
ON ON 24.7 3.. PIC input NT 1 tts 





23.6 OFF OFF 19.2 '-

































PM Output< Put 
IT ",80wattsNLTI.8 db;ip 
40.D db 












_ _ _ 
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lILT 10.0 ci 
NHUTI0 watts 
NHT . 28e Amps 
ON4 ON 24.7 0FF 2? 





NLT 40 .0 dbtn, 













A ? FM1' Output
L_lwnput
PM Output 
PLT 40. 0 Thin 
10________tINT .34Amps
NLT 40,0 dbin 
rn --,6__ _ , DC I nput MIT .25 Amps 
? ON
_______I ON. ____ OFF _ 20.3 3 , _I 
" F. Output 
I_DC nput 
NT 40.0 dimn 
NINT , A.;ps 
Date of Test 
Tested 	-By / o 
(4.2) 	 Phase Stability 
Reference Jitter
 
Vo Max. yoltage -(Loop Open) , volts RIMS 
VL. 0u put voltage (Loop Locked) *C_ volts 
VL
 
= 0.707 LD& Radians RMS 
AMp I-Phase Jitter 
Vo_ = Max. voltage (Loop Open) -vol.jts RMS 
VL = Output voltage (Loop Locked) c volts RRS 
=0.707 V___ 
0137 VO - 04 el Radfans RMS 
Amp I -Jitter-, V- = .cd&J Radian- P4S NMT (LOR 
Amp 2 Phase Jitter 
Vo = voltage (Loop Open) _1_ volts RM1S 
VL = Output voltage (Loop Locked) t.j volts RIIS 
" ?'C = 	0.707 VL 
0.V70 - ,o' Radians RMS 
111p 2 Jitter 2\P = Radians= -A ,C< 	 RiS11T 0.05 
I SCAL005
 
Date of Test §7_Thjj> ? 
Tested By U k 
(4.3) WarmuIp Time 
AmP 1 - - Sec NLT 60 
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1.0 	 SCOPE 
1.I 	 This Acceptance Test Procedure applies to the S-Rand Power Amplifier Equir;,ent
 
Part No. 512-1400-XXX, manufactured by Collins Radio Co;mpany, Cedar Rapids, 
Ioia. The S-Band Power Ampfl fier Equip,ent is an Electronic Replaceable 
Assembly for use in the S-Band Section of the Apollo Spacecraft Lunar Excursio 
Module (LEH). 
1.2 	 All initiai adj-ustments and calibration must have been performed on thi. 
equipment 	prior to acceptance 
tesLing.
 
2.-0 	 REFERENCE INFOPAflTION
 












3.0 	 TEST EQUIPMENT AND ENVIRON-lE'TAL REQUIREHENTS 
3.1 	 TEST EQUIPMENT
 
The equ i-pijiniiL: I i >Lud in J Ih.r eC qu fiUtIUre UU
CtleIt U U d 
the acceptance testing on the S-Sand Power Amplifier. 
NOTE: 	 All test equipm-.ent shall operated in accordance ith manufactures' 
specified primary povier for a.period of not less than, one (I)hour 
pr-ior to performance of any acceptance testing. 
3.2 	 ENViRO.MENTAL REOUIREMENTS 
Unless othen-.ise specified,, all tests on the S-Band Power-Amplifier shall be 
Performed- under the forlouing conditions: 
3.2:1 	 PRIMARY POWER SOURCE: +28 VDC 
3.2.2 	 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE: 76 + 100 F 
3.2.3 	 AMBIENT HUHI-DITY: max.-90' 
3.2.4 	 AHBIENT ATMOSPHER.IC PRESSURE: Normal, Factory Amb-ient 
•3.2.5 	 OPERATIONAL DUTY CYCLE: Continuous
 
SIZE CODE IDENT DIG. NO. t5 
A NO. -51-1435 
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3.2.6 COOLING: Maintain the following conditions:
 
1. Coolant inlet temperature: 80'F
 
2. Coolant flow rate: 25 pounds/hour.
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Minimum 30 db 
Gain at 2 to 4 gc. 
2282.5 mc 
0.1 Mill-ivolt 
to 3000 volts 
'75 to 330 VDC 
0 to 0.8 amps 
0 to 9 VDC0 to 20 Am ps 
0 to 40 VDC 
@ 0 to 10 Amps 
0.001 to 1000 VDC 
20 db Attenuation 













0.01 to 10 mw 
ACCURACY 
+ 3% or full scale 
Narda 77120 Al tenuator 20 db Attenuation 
Bird 81B Rl' Load' 0 to 80 watts 
Beckman 7580R "Tansfer 
'0Oci 1ltator, 












I Ut iyersal 




dc +n 9 mr + 0.001% or + 1 count 
Hewl ett-Packard HP 8614 . gnal 
'inerator 
0.8 to2,.,4 kmc 







4.U . MECHANICAL IrJSPECiOtg 
The mechanical inspection of the completely assembled unit will be 
performed prior to environmental or electrical testing. Should 
any disassembly, repair of replacement be necessary during or . 
after acceptance testing of the final unit cPnfiguration, the over­
all length, width and height of the unit must be measured in accor­
dance with the applicable dim.ensions provided in this section. The 
dimensions listed in the inspection table may be measured or inspecte4 
in any practical order necessary.
 
4.1 -	 DIMENSION AND FEATURE CLASSIFICATION 
4.1.1 	 The mechanical inspection is categorized into three separate classi­
fications which are defined as follows:
 
CLASS 1 - Major interface dimensions and features. which will be 
checked 100%.
 
CLASS 2 - Detail part dimensions which will not be checked -by virtue
 
of their earlier 100% inspection at the detail part level.
 
CLASS 3 - Dimensions or features.which require only a visual check to 
verify conforiance of equipment specification control drawing. 
4.1.2 	 Only Class 1 and 3 dimensions and features will be checked or measured 
during acceptance testing. Those dimensions and features not listed in 
this document-are Class 2. 
4.2 	 INSPECTION METHODS
 
4.2.1 	 General Assembjy,
 
Check visually for missing or loose screws and for damage of any kind,
 
such as, nicks, dents, or scratches on outside surfaces of the Assembly.
 
4.2.2 	 Dimensions, Weight, and Center of Gravity Tests 
Record Name, Manufacturer., etc. , of measuring equipment on TEST EOUIPMENT 
LIST included in data sheets.
 
Remove the unit under test from the handling adapter.
 
Weigh the 	complete S-Band PA. Record this weight on the Data Sheet.
 
Measure the unit under test per the Installation Control Drawing, Collins 
part no. 514-1460, utilizing the following measuring methods as prescribed 
on the Data Sheets and record the required dimensions on tne Data Sheets. 
S1ZE CODE IDENT DWG. NO. 
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1. Measure mounting hole diameters with Go and No-Go plug gages. "Go" diameter .2122 in., ',o-Go diameter .2152 inch. (Plug FP-151838-5 
of Gage CRC no. 117-0032-887-000.) 
2. 	 Measure mounting hole locations on the Ferranti Co-ordinate Measuring 
Machine. Mount the.unit under test on the Ferranti table per Figure .. 
Establish a datum line thru the centers of the two end holes on one 
mounting rail. Measure all hole locations from this datum line and' 
from another datum line established perpendicular to the first datum 
line and thru the center of one of the first datum line holes. Perform 
method 13 at this time.
 
3. Measure the case length, excluding connectors and screwheads, and case 
width over flanges dimensions and the case body width dimension with a 
vernier caliper. Av.erage 2 readings. 
4.. 	 Turn the uni-t under test upside do.,n on a surface plate and measure 
the two 4,000 inch maximum height of case dimensions with a dial 
indicator height gage and a PLA-CHEK gage. 
5. 	 Measure the co-planer parallelness of the mounting flanges (per drawing
514-1460) by mounting the unit under test on parallels. Place 
the parallels so the case bottom surface clears the surface plate.
Place the unit under test on the bars so that each end of one
 
mountind Fi-anqe surface rests on the top surface of a bar, and the
 
t 	 -f oanthr -1n~ q onopon N,thf e barnti" sv- --- t 
top surface of another bar. easure the difference in height of t. 
highest and lowest point on the mounting flange surface that is sup
ported only in the center. Make this measurement with a dial indicator 
height gage and a PLA-CHEK gage.
 
6. 	 Check visua.ly for correct key and keyway orientation (per drawing 514­
1460) connector. 
Check visually for legibility, and correct numbers for J384, J385, J38W
 
and P383 marking. Check visually also that the connectors are located
 
approximately as sho,n.on 514-1460.
 
8. 	 Measure case synmietry per drawing number 514-1460 as follows: 
Use 	angle plate, spacers, and three equal length bars as shown in Figur
 
2. Clamp in place so mounting plane is 900 to flat plate and basic 
datum line, thru first and last holes as established in method 2, is 
parallel to flat plate. Use dimension coded A as found per method 2 an,
using a dial indicator height gage and a PLA-CNEK gage determine the 01 
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9. 	 Measure the center of gravity location in the- "X". "Y", and "T' axes 
with the balance table and a scale. Tiesiith light cord or thread 
output cable so that theconnector is approximately in "mated posit'ion'". 
For the "Z" axis measurement, rest the unit under test on a side on' 
parallels placed equidistant from the center line of the balance

table. . Axes identified, in514-1460. 
10. 	 Measure the 7/8 inch dimension from end of flange to mounting hole by re 
ing the end of the unit under test on 1.000 inch -wide bars on a s,uq.ya.c­plate. Use a dial indicator height gage and -a PLA-CHEK gage for this 
measurement. 
11. 	 Mleasure flat area of mounting fl-anges defined by 5 1/4 max dimension 
using flat-scale. 
12. 	 Measure the mated location of connector P383. Support the unit under 
wilth -parallel's on a surface plat . Locate- brs tota.ling 2/4 incn :u'ss 
than'support pa-rallels centered-approximately 2 inches forward of he con 
nector endJof the unit. Connector should be capable of being located as 
defined on drawing,
1,3. 	 Peasure mounting flange sywmetry per drawing number 514-1460 as follows: 
Utiize sa--up established in methoA 2. easure and record B-(maximuni;
and 	 C(max) as defined in Figure I. Use A as found in method 2. 
C..A 	mi,cf. =&P-4 flfl­
14. 	 ieasure flange thickness using a micrometer. Use average of 4 Qal-ue-; 
SIZE CODE IDENTNO. OW.. NO. /. 
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5.0 	 ENVI"RONMENTAL 
5.1 	 No environmental tests will be performed as a-part of acceptance testing.
 
6.0 	 ELECTRICAL TESTS
 
THIS SECTION PROVIDES the preliminary tests and test equipment setup require
for functi.ona]ly testing the S-Band Power Am'plifier assembly. 
6.1 	 TEST ECUIPHENT TURN-ON 
6.1.1 	 Ensure that the Primary Power Switch is OFF and that the MODE CONTROL switch 
is in BY-PASS position.
 
6.1.2 	 Activate power to the test equipment and allow one-hour warm-up period prior 
to performing any detailed tests. 
6.2 -	 TEST EQUIPtENT PRELINI!IARY CONTROL SETTING 
6.2.1 Complete the test_ equipment set-up in accordance with the following paragrap 
6.2J Preliminary setup for TWT amplifier. 
Preset the operating controls for the TWT amplifier as follows:
 
(I.) Set TIWT Amplifier in STANDBY mode.
 
(2) GAIN 	control fully counterclockwise. 
6,2.3 	 Preliminary setup for Power Meter 
Preset the operating controls for Power Meter as follows: 
(1) MOUNT RES switch to 200 
(2) RANGE 	 switch to 1O mrw. 
6.2.4 Preliminary Setup for Signal Generator
 
Preset the 	operating controls for Signal 
(1) LEVEL 	 SET control fully clockwise. 
(2) FREQUENCY dial to midscale.
 
(3) OUTPUT ATTENUATOR to 0. 
Generator as follows:. 
SIZE CODE IDENT DWG. NO. 
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6.3 INTERCONNIECTION OF' S-BA D PA 'AND TEST EQUIP!EIT 
WARN ING 
ENSURE THAT THE 28 VDC POWER SWITCH 
SWITCH IS I'N BY-PASS POSITIO- PRIOR 
TEST. EQUI PiENT. 
I-S 
TO 
III OFF POSITION AND -THEMODE 
CONNECTING THE S-BAID PA TO THE 
6.3.1 All -interconnections-of the S-Band PA and test euqipment will be per
Figure -I,II, III, and IV as required by-the test to be perforned. 
6,4 PRELIINARY TESTS AND INSPECTION 
6.4.1 Prior to connecting S-Band PA 
Input V'. and axjust Primary 
on the DVM. 
to test equipment, turn 140NITOR SELECT TO 
PowerSupply-'to +28.0 + O.I'VDC as indicatec 
6.4.2 Ensure that the HODE switch' is inw OFF- position prior to connecting, 
power connector to S-,Band PA; Check- to ensure correct mating of-powier 
cohnec tot. 






6.5 DETAILED FUNCTIONAL TESTS 
6.-5.1 BY-PASS MODE 
6.5.1- .Connect test equipment per Figure I. 
6.5.1.2 Adjust TWT amplifier for input power 
output power meter readings. 
level of 376 rw and record input and 
6.5.2 FULL-POWER MODE 
6.5.2.1 Switch MONI'TOP SELECT to Input V, 
28.0 + 0.1 VDC indication on DVI. 
and adjust Primary Power Supply for 
6.5.2.2 Place MODE 
voltage. 
CONTROL switch in PAl position and record DC input current and 
6.5.2.3 After 90 second automatic delay-adjust TIT 
-of 376 mw. If necessary, readjust Primary 
amolifier for input power level 
Power Supply for 28.0 + 0.1 .VDG. 
6.5.2.4 Record DC input current and voltage. 
6.5.2.5 Record input and output power meter readings. 
6.5.2.6 Record DVI indications with MONITOR SELECT in PA] Helix I, Coll V, ahd Cath V 
ti'vely. Returu MAIOR SELECT to Input V. 
rZ7 AA4.u-4+ TI.FT -,,I; 4fn; Fr n4 1-~ao 
6,5.2.8 Repeat 6.5.2.4, 6.5.2.5, and 6.5.2.6. 
6.5.-2.9 Adjust TWT amplifierfor input power level 
::6.5.2.10. Repe~at 6.5.2.4, 6.5.2.5, and 6.5.2.6. 
6.5.2.11 Adjust TWT ampli-fier for input power level 
Power Supply~for 24.8 + 0.1 VDC. 








6.5.2.16 Repeat 6.5.2.4, &5 .2.5, and 6.5.2.6. 
-6.5.2.17 	Adjusi TNT hmipliFier for input power level 
Power Supply for 31.5 + 0.1 VOC. 
n IFn 
of 250 .q. 
of 500 mro" 	and adjust Primnary 
of 500 mt and adjust Primary 
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6.5.2.20 	Repeat 6.5.2.4, 6.5.2.5, and 6.5.2.6.
 
6.5.2.21 	 Repeat 6.5.2.9.
 
6.5.2.22 Repeat 6.5.2.4, 6.5.2.5, and 6.5.216.
 
6.5.2.23- .Place MODE COUTROL-switch in BY-PASS position.
 
6.5.2.24 	Adjust Primacy Power Supply for 28.0 + 0.1 VDC.
 




6.5,2.26 	'Repeat steps 6.5.2.3 through 6.5.2.24'except that MONITOR SELECT is .switched
 
to positions for PA 2 as referenced in 6.1.2.6.
 
6.5.3 	 PHASE STABILITY
 
6.5.3.1 	 Wth MODE SELECT in BY-PASS position, Connect, test equipment per Eigure II.
 
6.5.3.2 	 Adjust TWT amplifier for input power level of 354 r1w.
 
6.5.3.3. 	 Set LOOP BAND".IDTH s/itcJi ,onPhase Lock Receiver to position 100 and ODE
 
6.5.3.4 	 Set TEST METER selector switch to PM/BFM -IFLEVEL position.
 
6.5.3.5 	 Adjust RF LEVEL control and IF GAIM PM/NIBF, control onl receiver until TEST
 
METER poi'nter indicates in green ,B/PM LEVEL area.
 
6.5.3.6 	 Adjust PM/NBFM, ACQ control dial on receiver for maximum voltage reading on
 
PJIS vol tmeter. Record voltage (V1).
 
6.5.3.7 	 Rotate-MODE switch on receiver to P- position and TEST M4ETER selector switch tU
PHASE LOCK TUNIIG position. 
6.5.3.8 	 Adjust PN/NBFI ACQ CONTROL dial until TEST MIETER pointer aligns on orange
 
PHASE LOCK TUNING area.
 
6,5.3.9 	 Record voltage reading (V2 ).'on R,'S voltmeter
 
6.5.3.10 	Set,MODE SELECT in PA] position.
 
6.5.3.11 	 AFter the 90 second automaticdelay, repeat steps 6.5.3.2 through 6.5.3.9 and
 
record voltages V3 and V4 in licu of Vl and V2 respectively. 




SCALE NCNE V SEE I -HEU';T SFEET 1 
6.5.3.12 	 Set MODE SELECT to BY-PASS position.
 
6.5.3.13 	Sot MODE SELECT to PA2 position. 
65.3..14 	After the 90 second automatic delay, repeat steps 6.5.3.2 throdgh-6.5.3.9 
and record voltages V5 and V6 in lieu' of Vl and V2 respectively. 
6.5.3.15 	 Calculate the phase jitter added by the PA as- follows: 
/PAl added (v _2 degrees ms. 
(..V3-I 
QPA2 added 	= 40.5 - 2 degrees nns. 
6.5.4 I-PUT VSWR 
6.5.4.1 	 Connect test equipment per Figure Ill. 
R 4' 2 -' rlitit qinnal hnnPratnr. unmodulated. for' freQuency of 2282.5 + 0:2 mic. as 
6.5.4.3 	 With TWIT amplifier gain set at minimum, switch MODE CONTROL to PAl 
6.5.4.4 	 After 90 second automatic time delay, slowly increase gain of TWT amplifier 
to' obtain maximum indication on output power meter. 
6.54.5 	 'Apply square-wave modul-ation to signal generator.
 
6.5.4.6 	 Measure and record input VISWR. 
6.5.4.7 	 Switch HODE CONTROL to BY-PASS and remove modulation­
6.5.4.8 	 With TNT amplifier gain set at minimum, switch MI.ODE CONTROL to PA2. 
6.5.4.9 	 Repeat steps 6.5.4.4 through 6.5.4;7 for PA2. 




6.5.4.11 	 Repeat steps 6.5.4.3 through 6.5.4.9. 
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6.5.4.12 Adjust Signal Generator, unnmodulated for frequency of 2275.0 +0.2 mc 
as indicated by counter. 
6.5.4.13 Repeat steps 6.5.4.3 through 6.5.4.9. 
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61 F.i. BY-PASS MODE 
6.1.1.2 Input Power Meter reading. 
-7- dbm 
Add test equipmnt 
in~put Power 
in-
__ .,-_I db 
- dbm +25 dbm 
G.-5.2 
Output Power Meter reading 
Add test equipment loss 
Output Poer 
FULL. POWER MODE 
_/rdbm 
>%./ db 
Z, dbn 22 dbm 
6.5.2,2 
C !Z oro 
DC Input Current (Warmup-PAl). 
D Input Voltage .(annup-PAl) 
Jnput. Power .(,armup-PA)_ 
i. 
-- I(I'tilFl~tP-P 2 
PC Input Vol tagje (Warwuup-PA2) 















+28.0 + 0.1 
c15.0 watts 
VOC 
IZE CODE IDENT I 
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DATE /,'_T_ _ 
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6.5.2 	 FULL POWER MODE (CONT'D) 
TEST 	 TO PARAGRAPH NO. ff,, 
MEASURED LIMITS 
6.5.2.4 	 DC Input Current_.__.. Amps 
DC Input Voatage .F- Volts See ote Pill 
DC Input1Power £.<_ Watts 120 Watts 
6.5.2.5 	 Input Power Meter Reading 7, dbm 
Add test equipment loss ?A __db 
RF input Power,-- - 25,j- dbm See Note #3 
Output Power Meter R2ading 
__., dbm 
Add test equipment loss 
-/,y_/_db 
RF Output Power 	 dbi 4?S d4.Obm 
' ; -1;.I--to -- Qull". 
(warite appropriate Coll V /6,0 VDC
 
position in space pro-­
vided) Cath V :3,6w VDC
 
Temp Monitor __tY DC 
NOTE #1. 28.0 -_0.1, 24.8 +0.1, or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as applicable. 
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DAT E ./ . d .. . - , .... 
TESTED BtL. _ _I 
6.5.2 	 FULL POW:ER MDE (CWtT) 
TEST TO PARAGRAPH NO. _ ,__ ,___ 
IIEASIURED Li ,UTS 
6.5.2.4 	 DC Input Current 3.JoL Amps 
0C Input Voltage _-aZ __oits See !ot #1 
DC Input Power ?Watts W/04ft 	 < 120 , atts 
6.5.2.5 	 Input Power Meter Reading efdbm
 
Add test-eq,]ipment loss db 
RE input Power .j§. bm See Note #3 
Output Power Meter eadng- " a dbm 
Add test.equipment loss __db 
RF Output Power 	 .tR.;dbm _Z RtO dbn 
(,.Irite appropriate Col1 V IVD, 
position in space- po­
vided) Cat-- - VOC 
Temp.,ionitor ,_0o VDC" 
NOTE i. 28.0 +.I, *24.8 +0.1* or 31.5 +0.i VDC- a's applicable. 
N i#.-.OTE 	 dI.U dbm for -500 mw drive, 25.5 for 354 nw drive, and 24 for 250 mw 
drive.
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I,5(1EV 9-61) SPECIICA, I' IOl.CO-VTh.tTIfZ SO r ,­
DATE 4_21-
TES*TED BY A c 
POWER MO'DE (COWVD)6.5.2 FULL 
TEST TO PARAGRAPH NO. _,C? L­
tIMITS-MEASURED 
6.5.2.4 	 DC Input Current . _/ Amps 
2 !Volts See Note #1'DC Input !,otage 
['C Input Power ,2Z3.__Watts < 120 Watts 
6.5.2.5 Input Power Meter Reading 	 bm 
j db
2.
Add test equipment loss 
_ 2 L6.dbm See 11ote #13Ur Input Power 

Otput Power Meter Reading , - dbm
 
dbAdd test equipment loss 
./. tdbm 14)dbm
,Wr Output Power 	 6 
(ite appropriate Coll V
 
position in space pro­
CatW'V __ _vided) 

Temp Moni tor/_ DC 
N1OTE #1. 28.0 -0.1, 24.8 +0.1, or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as applicable. 
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-LSt i0 PARAGRAPH NO .
 
MEASURED IIMTS 
6.5.2,4 DC InputC.Current 1,64- Amps 
VkC inpu-t VottayCL3e 
- Volts See Note 1 : 
D; 4rput Power 5Watts < 120 Wats4 

6.5.'2.5 Input Raiwer Meter .Reading 
. dbm
 
-Add' "Zest equip:ment loss /oI
 
Rr' Input Power .
 
.. dbni See Noe #3 
rm;tVi,ut Power Meter -Reading 
. .dbm
 
A, test equipment loss jj~jjIdb
Ic 

R uC01pit" Pow,.er 
 jZJ dbm cr41 .0 dbrrr
 
. i'~U
V r. i r0!l3Iu mI-IfC: v-'S.i:r1r)fn )i: I.I ynrflfAf- I 
(,,.Ite appropriate- Coll, V 
 VOC
 
-4-osit on in space pro­ided 
 Oath V p&--DC 
Temp Fiorii tor ZjjfDC 
NOTE 41 28 ,0.l , 24.8 +0.l, or 31-.5+0.1 VDC as anDlicable. 
Ot 3 .27.0 dbm for 500 rmw drive, 25.5 . for 354 mw drive, and 24 for 250 m,-!
A'r1 ye. 
SIZEJA 
A { CODE IDEtATco No. "3N. DWG. NO. 514-1436 / 
SCAL E-HONE T SEE SHEET I i SHEET 3 
, (cu' g­ 4 } SPCC;I Io0.COg!IUATION SH;&. 
T ST ED BY A -,-.
 
6.5.2 FULL POIER 
TEST TO PARAGRAPH NO. 
,MOE C0ICT'D) 




DC Input Current 
IctTput Vol tUge 
DC Input Power 
input Power Meter Reading 
Add test equipment loss 
RF Input Power-
Output Poer Meter D-.,-ng 
Add test equipment loss 
RF Output Power 
-U3_Amps 
t 








See Noite #i 
< 120 Watts 
See Note #3 
4l f,,. 
(writte appropriate Coil V .ZLALVJDC 
NOTE 47. 
psition in space pro­
vided) 
28.0 0.1, 24.8 +0.1, or 
Cath2 V VC 
remp onitor_,0/ VC 
31-.5 +0.1 VOC as aplicable. 
NOTE #3. 27.0 dbm for 500 drive. 
mw drive, 25.5 for 354 mw drive, and 24 for 250 -v 
--ZE CODE IDENT D"O. NO. 
,S14-1436 / 
--- ---- -- -
SCALE ONE f wT SEE SEETi 1hQCT3 
ESTE B ..	 _A1 
6.5.2 FULL POWER HODE (CCNT'D) 
TEST TO'.PARAGRAPH :O. 6 5, 
!-EASURED> LIMITS 
6.5.2.4 	 DC input Current z1,/a Amps 
DC. Input Valtage .3Voits See Note 
DC Input Power _//2Z._.Watts < 120 Watts 
6.5.2.5 	 Input Power Meter Reading r0 0 %jbm, 
Add test equipment loss db 
RF Input Power- . _dbm See Hote #3 
Output Power.Mleter .Reading 2,6 dbm 
Add, test equipment Ibss 	 b
 
RFOutput Power 	 Y,- dbm 41.D dbm.­
(write appropriate Coll V /C-n VDC­
position in space pro­
vided) Cath V " _fd _IDC
 
Temp onitor .A __VDC 
NOTE. #1. 28.0 +0,1, 24.8 +0;1, or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as annii-riho 
NOTE #3, 27.0 dbm for 500 mw drive, 25.5 for 354 mw drive, and 24 for 250 ,. 
drive. 
SIZE CODE IDENT DWG. NO. 
N.0 514-1436 
__.5__--	 rS CALE,_____S!.s-u3, SEE SHEET I , 	 3 
DATE 	 c(,(."
 
TESTED B ¥ -24_ 7/ i- 4 L 
0-°..,-' FULL POW,;ER NODE (CuT'D) 
TEST TO PARAGRAPH NO. __j _p 
MEASURED LIMITS 
6-5.2-.4 DC Imput Current _j6Amps 
EC, Input Vol tage'..5 Volts See Note fl 
Do Input Power Z_7 latts < 120 Watts 
6.5.2.5 	 Input Power Meter Readih2g dbm 
Add test equipment loss zo,! db 
P5 Input Power- t?& dbm See Note 3 
Output Powe.v Meter Reading 2.7 dbm 
Add test equipment loss I b 
RF Output Power ,5g-dbm :-41JO dbm 
6.5.2.6 	 Monitqr Seect Position Helix i _ VDQ
 
(write appropriate Coll V Zc) VDC
 
posi'tion in space pro­
vided) 	 Cath V jr,
_ VOC 
Temp tlnitor n VDC 
NOTE #I. 28.0 +0.1, 24.8 +0.1, or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as applicable. 
NOTE #3. 27.0 dbm for 500 mw drive, 25.5 for 354 mw drive, arid 24 for 250 ,w 
vrive. 
-tIZE CODE 	 ID.ENT S;'60. NO.
' i NO. 514-1436 g 
f~h 20--kU 
A-6. , NO ;''77T] 	 I"STS:ET ii 
REVS/N / -DS/N _ /2/ 
DATE /7 -Toe 49/
 
TESTED BY A r t/x z 
6.5.2 -FULL POWER MODE (CONT'D) 
TEST TO PARAGRAPH. NO. C. 2, Zo 
MEASURED LIMITS 
6.5.2.4 DC Input Current 
_31 3 Amps 
DC Input Vol-tage 31.. 5,- - Volts See Note #I 
PC Input Power / , - Watts < 120 Watts 
16.5.2.5 Input Power Meter Read1ing . ,dbm 
Add.test equipment loss b 
RF Input'Power- 4 z. jbm See Note #3 
Output Power Meter Reading __ dbm 
Add test equipment loss b 
RF Output Power jbm _-4'.1 dbm 
6.5.2.6 Monitor Select Position Helix I 6,6V7 VDQ 
(write appropriate Coll V / VDC 
position in space pro­
vided- Cath V <A ILIDC 
Temp Monitor AZ,± DC 
NOTE #1. 28.0 tO.l, 24.8 +0.1, or 31.5 +0. VDC as applicable. 









SCALE NONE I WT SFE SHEET 1 SHFFT r 
-. I_____________. 
DATE )_4_ ._____-99 

TESTED BY A A.. ___
 
0.5.2 	 FULL POWER 'ODE (CONT'D) 
TEST 	 TO PARAGRAPH NO.. e.1- 6 2, 
MEASUkRD LIMITS 
6.5.2.4 	 .DC Input Current 3_ Amps 
DC Input Voltage y- Volts See Note #I 
DC Input Power Z_. Latts < 120 Watts 
6.5.2.5 	 Input Powcr Meter Readihg cdbm 
Add test equipment loss Z, / db 
RF Input Power . __ _dbm See Note #3 
Output Power Meter Reading 35- dbm 
Add test equipment loss / db 
RF Output Power btdm 
6.5.2.6 	 Monitor Seiect Position, Helix 2/Z ._VDQ 
(write Lppropriate Coll V __.,ffDC 
position in space pro­
vided) Cath V 
Temp oni tor / Of VDC: 
LOTE ,/l.- 28.0 +0.1, 24.8 _0.1, or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as a:,o)icable. 
'
NOTE 3. 27.0 dbm for 500 mw drive, 25.5 for 354 mw drive, and 24 for 250 r, 
drive. 
SIZE I CODE IDENT DWO. NO. 
A I NO. 514-1436 
7+I-A P Hir TH-r :-!HP 
DATE 47 Ja~nc t 
TESTED BY / / (n 
6.5.2 FULL PO-!E.R NODE (COT D) 
TEST TO PARAGRAPH NO. - y- _ -_l zc_ 
NEAS1JRED LIMITS 
6.5.2.4 	 DC Input Current 
 ,#_ Amps 
DC'Input Vol-tag'e 
. 3_Vot See Note #I 
DC input Power 
._/Zf__ aLt s < 120 Watts 
6.5.2.5. 	 Input Power Meter Reading dbm 
Add test equipment loss 26./ db 
RF Input Power >dbm See ote #3 
Output Power Meter Reading c± Qdbm 
Add test equipment loss Z-e, db 
RF Output Power /S.---bm 41°' dbm 
s.i iILur Select Position l,,etix xy1-_voc 
(write appropriate Coll V . _VDC1 

position in space .pro­
vided) Cath V s12ZVDC
 
Temp Hionitor__.m)_,VDC 
NOTE #1. 28.0 -- or 31.5 applicable0.1, 24.8 +0.1, +_F01 VDC as 

NOTE #3. 27.0 dbm .-for 500 mw drive, 25.5 for 354 mw drive, and 24 for 250 -. 
drive. 
SIZE CODE IDENT D/G. NO. 
A O.. 514-1436 
SCAL... 1NOHE S/'TSHE T"E2 I T -IEE 
[yr~tfESTED10vLY / 
6.b. ktULL POWER M4ODE (COMTW)
 
TL-.S'T TO PARAGRAPH NO..65. 5 - ,5, 2. 2?
 
IEASURED' LI.IT. 
6.5.2A D.C. Input Current 
1.np :t'-,o-t;rge 6 VlJolts See Hote fI 
PC Input Power /// Watts <120 *4ats 
6.5.2.5 Input Power Meter ,:.eading J __dbm-
Add test equipment loss 2,4 db 
RF- Input Power o,o dbm See Note .#3 
Oultput Power etec Reading z -ldbm 
Add test equipment loss _ j db 
FT OutputP dbm . dbm 
!'o Pf 4)eect Posvtion Helix 1 £oY DC 
(write appropriate Coil V At3. VDC
 
Uosition in space pro­
vidled). Cath V yx
g, VDC 
Temp ientor._'Z .2 C 
hOTE #1. 28.0 tO.I, 24.8 +0.1, or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as annlir hlP 
NOTE #3. 27A dbm for 500 mw drive, 25.5 for 354 mw drive, and 24 for 250 v­
drive.
 
S1,- CODE IDENT OOG. hO. 
NO. 514-1436 
SCALE 0T1NONEL.,-;' SEE SHEET I SHEET 13 
....I rn'. ' ) 4 I W .rj. .9-. . . 
J.J>.2 Hi:UL t M .Dc NTPOE M!D 





,.5.2.4- DC Input Current 3...Amps
 
.U&C- Input Voltage Volts -See flote 2' 
m Power //0 Watts < 120 Wattsnpuo 
G.5.T5 Input Power Meter Reading 
/>dbm 
-.-. ,I test equipment loss 
RF JIput Power -
-2210 d'm See Nbte #3 
Output Power Meter Reading 
__-dbrn 
rd test equ-ipment loss / db 
I' ( utput Powver /. n413 dbm 
Monitor Selent Positron Helix I -- /_ VO. 
appropriate. Coil V
 
i*osi-tion in space pro­
>i d"o-d) Oath V ...... DC
 
Temap Monitor %L3VOC 
PDT E 1/1 28.0 +0,1, or -. as applicable21i.8 +0.1, 31.5 3.0.I VDC 
iiE #3. 27/.0 Ot for 500 mw drive. 25.5 for 354 mw drive, and 24 for 250 mm; 
-­,_ CODE IDENT D''iO-. NO. 
"CAE 5-1436 
S,,,-E NOE 0TSHEETi 13 
DATE 5-7o-c IK"e._ 
TESTrED B1 
6.5.2 FULL POWER M.ODE (Ccw T D) 
TEST TO PARAGRAPH NO. __ 2 29. -
E...ASURED LIMITS 
6.5.2.4 	 DC Input Current .A__Amps 
DC Input Voltage 0_ __Volts See Note #1 
DC input Power t§, Wlatts < 120 Watts 
6.5.2.5 	 Input Power Meter Reading , dbm 
Add test equipment loss j_./ db 
RF Input Power- dbm Note #3-ZCW See 
OutoDut Power Meter Reading Z, dbm 
Add test equipment los-s A9__Idb 
RF Output Power , dbm 41 J0) dbm 
2.6Monitor Select Position rnx i .4' VDC 
w te appropriate Coll V VDC 
position in space pro­
vided) Cath V .7__VDC 
Temp Monitor :,TUVDC 
UOTE fl. 28.0 +0.1, V-1.8 +0.1 or 31.5 t-O.i VDC as applicable. 
OE #13. 27.0 dbm for 500 mw drive, 25.5 for, 354 mw drive, and 24 for 250 m;
 
drive. 
S;ZEI CODE 	 IDENT DWG. NO. 
NO. 
~ r-fj T cr:cr;J:-PTI5K.I
4 
DATE 	 -~ 609 
TEST ED ' 	 v_ 
6.5.2 	 FULL POWER POOE CCT'D 
TEST 	 TO PARAGRAPH NO. 5-,7. ' - (S 2 
MEASURED LI MITS 
6.5.2.4 	 DC Input Current 
_1117PAmps 
DC Input Vol tage 2<5 Volts See Note #1 
DC Input Power 	 //w Watts < 120 W,-atts 
6.5.2.5 	 input Power Meter Reading ./dbm 
Add test equipment loss 	 db-__J 

RF Input Power - 74. cdbmn See Note #3 
Output Power Meter Reading , dbm 
Add test equipment loss 	 -/ / db 
RF Output Power 	 / dbm 41 . dbrn 
U..t.5 	 flonitor Select Position Helix I , VDQ 
(write appropriate, Coll V V,.C 

positi n in space pro­vided) 	 Oath V " ', LVDC 
Temp ,onitor AC". VDC 
NOTE #1.. 28.0 +Q.1, 24.8 +0.1, or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as applicable. 
NOTE #3. 	 27.0 dbm -or 500 mw drive, 25.5 for 354 mw drive, and 24 for 250 mw 
drive.
 
SIZE CODE IDENT ['/o. O. 
S * "1 , n, .54-1436 
. ...... .. .. 	 . r 7/.





6.5.2 FULL PO ,ER NODE _(CONT'D) 
TEST TO PARAGRAPH 1nO. ___zK56 226. 
MEASURED LIMITS 
.5.2.4 	 DC Input Current
 
DC Input VoTtage s2K Volts See Note FlI
 
DC InPut Power /&t ilatts < 120 I!atts
 
6.5.2.5 	 Input Power eter Reading __dbm 
Add Lest equipment.loss ZA I "_db 
RF input Power - ff7 dbm See Nlote #3 
Output Power Meter Reading £,C__dbm 
Add test equiment loss db 
'-Output Power 7 , dbm 41 dbm 
6.5.2.6 	 Monitor Select Position Helix f -,L7 VDC
 
(rite appropriate, Coll V
 
position in space pro­
vided) Cath V '6 .7 VDC
 
Temp Monitor /,_L, VDC 
NOTE #I. 28.0 0.]1 24.8 +0.1, or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as applicable. 
IOTE #3. 	 27.0 dbm -For 500 mw drive, 25.5 for 354 m' drive, and 24 for 250 m 
SIZE1N CODE [DENT0.NO D'G. NO. 5"1-14 3 
Al ....6 Z 
S.E NOU E 'wIT SEE SHiET I I S-fET 13 









TESTED B'_ . ". 











See Note fl 
< 120 W-atts 
6.5.2.5 input Power Meter Reading 
__ dbm 
Add test equipment loss 
RF Input Power-'--
-
Output Power Neter Reading 
Add test equi pment loss-
RF Output Pbwe 
2o,,( db 




See Note #3 
4 J) dm 
i.5.2; 6-- :Moniltor -)e!ct Tosition Helix i C9'5- VD. 
(write appropriate 






NOTE '1. 28.0 +0.1, 21.8 +0.1, 
Temp onitor J,_EJIDC 
or, 31.5 -'0.l VDC as applicable. 
ROTE 3. ?7.0 dbm 
dri ve. 
for 500 mw drive, 25.5 . for 354 ma drive, and 24 for 250 ma 
, 
'T-CODEIDCIr) DYIG. NO. 
SALE NO. Y Ts3 1S I 
..C.ALE NOJE
-
'::I SEE SHCET I ] " caH i ". 
' %)i 1.• II / 
FULL ,0 ,, .ODE (CONT'D) 
TVS3" TO PARAGRAPH NO. 
_ - ,-,_?c 
MEASURED LIMITS 
DC Input Current P.-nps 
h< input Voltage 2L __Volts . See Note #l
 
[FInput Power 
-atts Nf___ < 120 Wlatis 
15.2.5 Input Power Meter Reading %jjbm 
-dd. 




- 25 _ dbm See Note #3 
@Itput Pow;;er Meter Reading 7c<Qfdbr 
Add test equipment loss / b 
PT Output Power ALohm 4l .0 db. 
uuiLO 3electL.. rsi-ion 
F I"VDC 
(wtrite appropriafe Coll V j-3 VDC 




Tempe. 1bni tor /4 ' .VDC 
hiTE 4-. 28.0,+0.1, 24.8 +0.1, or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as appiicable. 
.E #3. . 27.0 dbm for 500 mw dn ye, 25.5 for 354 mw drive, a:id 24 - for 252 
s'it Ye. 
EfI CODETDENT DWG., NO. 
;; 514-1436 
._2SCA I-J. 
SCAL E IOHEj WT STE .11H-TT 
DATE -5T -,, .q . 
TESTED B~ § Q/ 
6-5.2 FULL TP'.'_R MODE (COAT'oD) 
TEST TO PARAGRAPH 
IIEASUJED LIMITS 
6.5.2.,1 nuc Input Current, 
DC Input Vol'tage- -2!,zVolts See ote #fl 
DC Input Poter /,.- 1atts < 120 Watts 
6.5.2.5 Input Power Meter Reading 1 Jq dbm-
Add test equipment loss I db 
UF Input Power - 2 . dbm See Note #3 
Output Power M4eter Reading dbm 
Add test equipmen -0ss db 
RF butput Powe ,Adbm 41. J dbm 
ii I.. - ..t.. Position Heix /,njDC.
 
(write appropriate ColT, ViD
 
position in space pro­
vided) Cath V G
"TZ__'- VDC 
Temp Monitor _2&' 4 _ VDC 
1JTE #1. 28.0"0.1, 24.8 +0.1,'or 31.5 +0.1 VDC as applicable. 
,diE 3. 27.0 dbm for 500 mw drive, 25.5 for 354 mw, drive, and 24 for 250 mw 
drive 
SIZE CODE IDENT OWG. NO. 
A NO. 51,-436 
I ~.1Wj--990 













V1 : c c 
V2 : z,2r 4__ 
vV% .,4¢A . 






V6 ; volts 









D41I T,-r+ ICIJD 
-PA2 input, VSWR 
PAl input VSWR 
PA2 input VSIWIR 
PAl input V$WR 





f f +7.5 mc 
0 ft+7.5 mc 
@0-ft:.5 
@ fi-7.5 mc 
rms 
vms 













Fa,- t/ D C2c4 -. 
CODE IDENT DxAG: NO. 
i N.-TT0 
SCALE NONEl - V/f SEE- SHarISEET 
-- IA 
9.0' Conclusions and Recommendations 
The equipment, delivered on this contract has exhibited the following
defi ci enci es. 
A. Apollo PP-2 (modified)
 
DC steady state power. -­
(Specification limit:8 watts max-, unit measured 19.1 watts 
at 28 V). 
2. Use of a coaxial switch to correct the poor bypass isolation.
 
B. NASA S-Band PA. D.-1 (modified) 
1. [No deficiencie, noted. 
9.1 Apollo PP-2 (Modified) Power Ampifier 
The increase in dc power was due to theoferrite switching package. The 
additional power was required to meet the RF ectrical characteristics.
 
The switching, package could be redestgnfed and the magnetic paths.re­
located to provide a more efficient unit. It was felt.that the RF 
characteristics were primary and the dc ,power secondary. The object wasto see what could he done in the space provided keeping the schedule-and
cost in mind. 
input -impedance variations Wn Trequiency Dy addina or relocating a 
load isolator in the PM input iine to the triplexer. This change along

with the coil power reduction shoul-d be studied and,-cost estimates 
made. it should be noted that the Apollo Block II PA is very crmded 
and Considerable layout effort will be required for any changes. 
9;2 NASA S-Band PA D-] (Modified)
 
The D- (odfied) unit perfoyied as predicted at labonatory ambient 
conditions. The power amplifier should be testdd-under environmental 
condi ions to further"verify the overall reliability and performance
under temperature extremes. 
9.3 Ferrite Life-Testing_ 
The ferte life testing, performed under this contract, provided for 
a demonstration of reliability, at room ambient conditions, for a total 
of.48,000 component operating hours. This does not suffice as a 
qualification of the device for space app]icarion in that there is no 
consideration of environmental extremes,. A logical coitinuation of the 
effort, performed to date, would 'be the life testing of representative 


















The .purpose of this test was to gather data for use in evaluating the 
reliability of switchable ferrite circulators. Suffi'cient data of 
this nature is not presently availabl-e to establish a reliability
figure in whi.ch confidence can be held. 
2.0 Test Plan
 
2.1 Test Setup 
All necessary, test equipment including power supplies were mouiited 
in one 6 foot high 19 inch rack. The circulator-swiftches were mounted 
-behind a 8 inch high front paiel for ease of removing units for Toss 
measurements in the standards lab. 
2.1.1 Test-Signal Generatton 
Two sources of S-Band rf energy are available in the test rack. .One 
source is the Collinsbuilt MOL MGE- TTCV T.st Transmitter. The other 
source employs the HP 491C TWT power amolifier excited by an approprc.-..
signal generator Either source drives- a TWT amplifier whose ouzput pr ,,I-
The TWT amplifier was built far this test using spare TWT's from previous 
PA development projects. The amlifier power supply is basically the 
same circuit -used in the Block II S-Band Power Amplifier e:cept for 
the addition of circuitry for control and monitoring and prbtection, 
against transients on the power lines. 
2.1.2 Test Panel
 
The test panel assembly contains the circulators to be tested along 
with their cohol. 'circuitry. Each circulator has its por-s brough-t 
out to the panel TNC connectors. This arrangement provides convenience
 
in perf~rmi.ng pefiodic parameter measurements and also in selecting 
the desired Lest configuration. 
2.1.3 Test Control-Panel
 
The test control panel contains the circuitry for automatically 
switching the circulators (at a rate of 10 times per hour) and the 
test confiouration terminations for monitoring the power being dissipated 
in the termination. The test control panel also counts the number of
 
switching operations performed and totals the accumulated zest hours.
 
In addition, the test control panel will interface with the TI-IT amplifier 
such that an amplifier failure will turn off the- hour meter and 
switching control circuitry. 
__________ 
R F Inputl ,__s 
__ 5 ELU-­l 











FIGURE 1.TYPICAL rEST CONFIGURATION
 
2.1.4 Power Meter 
A HP power meter is also included in the test rack for monitoring the 
power out of the test configuration. Certain failures, in the test 
signal generating equipment and in the switches themselves,:can be 
detected by observing a change in the level of po-er being dissipated
-inthe terimination. A directional coupler inthe test control panel 
connects the powier meter to the test 'configuration output through a 




The general test procedure was to apply 20 watts of rf energy to the 
input port of the test configuration. Periodically at every 250 
hours the circulator test-cogfiguration ismodified according to a 
pre-esta6ished plan such that the poster level exposure of each 
circulator port is the same at the end of the test. 
Every 1,000 hours, parameter measurements were taken on each circulator. 
A total of 48,000 hours of operati'on wer&' logged on 8 circulators
 
at the rate of 6,000 hours each.
 
2.2.1 Switch' Contk..Uration 
A typical test configuration is shown in Ffhure 1. Al-l 8 circulators 
are connected in a chain which i-s terminated in a 50 ohm load. This 
-chain is made up of four groups of two units each,, with the four qrouv 
nnCffllrrpn ;i 1)1 Wln 1 _1OP1n n 'in ries, 7_:t MV4 LI U 1E U a -VUI~c' 
in a specific manner as indicated by a four symbol designator: 
.7ABC
 
The letter Z is,mei-ely a group designator. - Letters A, B, andC identify 
number positi-ons which define the interconnection of ports within the 
group. 
.A= Defines the input and output ports

B = Defines which circulator switch provides the input port 
C = Defines which circulator switch- provides the output port 
The-,unnam.ed ports of the group are connected together such that power 
flows from irput to output. 
2.2.2 Switch Configuration Variations
 
To insure that all circulator junctions are Uniformly tested, the 
swi-tch configuration w,.ill be changed periodically. By systemically 
altering the confi-guraTion every 250 hours, all 8 junctions will 
receive identical exposure, in'terms of a time-power product (Time X 
Watts), in 6,000 hours of.test operation. 
2.2.3 Parameter, Measurements 
At 1,00O hour intervals parameter measurements of insertion loss and 
isolation were taken by the standards lab on each of the eilht switch­
able circulators. To perform the measurements, the test panel w-as 
removed from the test rack and taken to the standards lab for the " 
measurements. It was necessary to prov-ide a 28 VDC power supnly and 




Testing commenced on 19 July 1968, after initial measurements of VSW'IR, 
inserti'n loss: and isolation were made. Testing was continued until 
6014 hours were accumulated on 28 May 1969. Final data measurement 
was made in the standards lab. 
-
Both the standard 'lab data sheets and graphs are, included in this 
report to document the life test. The graphs show no 
pattern of degradation of performance. They do show measuareent 
variations. The. mean insertion loss was 0.65 db including internal 
panel coax cable, and the isolation was greater than 20 db for each 
switch. 
4.0' Concl usion 
Tk.^- rt64 .... l tn:' c;,,:itrho wprp shieci:ed to 6000 'hours ofoperzi i:,­
giving 4SQc. ieuiL iluvfS U - I t t 
performaance. 
Mate ,-,,-6, WP'iFle mo. 2.2.9 
METROLOGY STANDARDS LABOfATORY rCi.rcu 
I.S. 106-24 xt. 2814/3903 - K!fl i.4.-31-130 FOR: Duane iemphil] 
COLLINS RADIO CO., CEDAR RAPIDS. IA. 
- EXT. 3815, E.P. 39-7486 
VSWR 1 
PORT '11 PORT #2 PORT #3 
'
t CIRCULATORt' FREQ. GHz 1-2 1-3 2-3 2-1 3-I 3-2 
1 2.2 1.08/] 1..09/1 1.15/] 1.15/. 1.18/1 1.18/1
 
1 2.3 1.16/1 1.16/1 .1.23/1 1.23/1 1.24/1 1.24/1
 
2 2.2 1.22/] 1.22/1 1.14/1 1.14/I 1.07/] 1.07/1
 
2 2.3 1.32/1 1.32/1 1.06/1 1.06/] 1.11/1- 1.11/1
 
3 2.2 1.27/1 1.27/1 1.2971 1.29/] 1.10/1 1.10/]
 
3 -2.3 1.10/1 1.I0/I 1.14/1 1.14/1 1.21/] 1.21/1
 
4 2.2 1.26/] 1.26/1 1.16/1 1.15/1 1.09/1 1.09/1
 
4 2.3 1.19/1 1.19/1 1.10/] 1.09/] 1.27/] 1.27/]
 
2.3 1.27/i 1.27/] 1.22/1 1.22/] 1.19/1 1.20/1
 
6 2.2 1.11/1 1.11/1 1.12/1 1.12/1 1.17/1 1.16/]
 
6 2.3 1.17/1 1.1'6/] 1.18/1 1.18/1 1.06/1 1.06/]
 
7 2.2 1.17/] 1.17/1 1.15/] 1.16/1 1.06/1 1.06/1
 
7 2.3 1.18/1- 1.18/] 1.22/] 1.22/1 1.20/1 1.20/1
 
8 2.2 1.30/] 1.30/1 1.29/1 1.29/1 1.39/] 1.40/1
 
8 2.3 1.36/1 1.35/1 1.25/1 1.25/1 1.14/1 1.14/1
 
NOTES: 1. All measurements were made at the front panel and include the 
cables between the F.P. and circulator orts. 
2. Circulator number as designatc.d on the frmt panel. 2 
N1,EAS URErMUNTS DAIA . . . . ate 7-18-68 Wl.Pjrile No 2.2.9 
N1ETROLOGY STAUDNODS E &_Aabora tories, IOr Swi tcrf-LABORATORY I Circutll- -
MIS. 106-24 ExP2814/31103 P/l !-7-130FOR Duane emphi 11, 
COLLINS RADIO CO., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA. EXT. 3315, E.P. 39-7486-
II. THRU LOSS AND ISOLATION1
 
THRU LOSS BETWIE-EN PORT: ISOLATION BETIEEN PORT: 
'CIRCULATOR # FREO. GHz 1 and 2 1 and 3 1 and 2 -i_1and 3' 
2.2 O.6(6)dB 0.6(I-) dB 19.4 dB 19.0 dB
 
2.3 0.6 (9) 0.5(6) 19.0 19.6
 
2 2.2 0.6(3) 0.5(9) 30.7 23.0
 
2 2.3 0.8(0) 0.7(1) 25.0 29.5
 
3 2.2 0.6(9) 0.6(0) 32.6 17.9
 
3 2.3 0.6(2) 0.5(9) 20.2 22.6
 
4 2.2 0.5(9) 0.5(6) 29.0 24.6
 
4 2.3 0.6(1) 0.6(4) 18.8 27.8 
5 2.3 0.6(4) 0.6(6). 20.9 19.5 
6 2.-2 0.6(9) 0.5(7) 23.3 23.2
 
6 2.3 0.5(5) 0.5(4) 31.4 20.0
 
7 2.2 0.5(7) 0.5(5) .29.9 21.7
 
•7 2.3 0.6(2) 0.6(2) 20.3 20.0 
8- 2.2 0.5(3) 0.5(8) 15.2 18.5 
8 2.3 0.6(3) 0.6(5) 21.7 18.2
 
NOTES: 1. All neasurerents were made a the Front panel and include 
the cables betwvaen the F.P. and circulator ports. 
2. Circulator number as designated on the fronc panel. 
3. Thru Path between ports 1 and 3. 
4. Thru path bet,,een ports 1 and 2. YY
 
I 
. Date 9-3-68 WP.!FilefI o 2.2.9 
f Addn. Lo r^,:-lort do ed 7-18-63 
2Th--t"Uoracf), C-Irculator - Switches 
Fr: Duane Hemphil , EXT: 3315, EP 39-7-. 
hlEASURCIEIS DATA 
METROLOGY S-ANIDARDS LABORATORY 
M.S. 106-24 Ext. 2814/3903 
COLLINS RADIO CO., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA. 
I. Thru Loss and-Isolation
 
THRU LOSS 
CIRCULATOR GHz 1 AID2.FREQ. 
2.2 0.63 JB 

1 2.3 0.68 
2 2.2 0.73 
2 2.3 0.81 
3 2.2 0.71 
3 2.3 0.63. 
4' 2.2 0.64-
4 2.3 0.63 

5 2.2 0.71 
5 2.3 0.6c 
6 2.2 0:50 
6 2.3- 0.54 
7 2 2 (
7 -~ 0.65 
8 Z.2 0.62 

























ISOLATION BETWEEN PORT: 
1 AIND 2 1 AND 3. 
















f LASLUR [ENTS DATA 1 -..Date 10-22-68 .'' P.,iFIu ,i 

IETROLOGY STAtARDS LABORATORY A....n. to renorts dted 7-1R-C2 and 9-3-: 
106-24t,i.S t 2814/3903 
E & H L.tiratori Circulators S. toCOLLINS RADIO CO. CEDAR RAPIDS, IA. FOR: Dumne HempniiilExt. 3815. EP 39->,-
I. Thru Loss and Isolationf 

















THPU LOSS BETUEEN PORT: 













































































































































S2.... N.P ,Fl, i:- 2.2.9 
"TETROL4OGY STAN DAODS LABPORATOUY 
.. 06-24 E 8.30 
IPC::.. U) PO>'LS dI,,ci -]- .. 






rflIn rf tluoflo suitch S:. For: auawe I I LX L: 3, 
E.P. 39-74,6 
I. Thru Loss and Isolation 
TItU tOSS. BETWEEN PORT; ISOLATION BETWEEN PORT: 
CIRCULATOR FRE. GHz T A u 1,AND 3 1 2 1 Q 
1 2.2 0.64 dB 0.60 dB 21.6 24.0 
V 2.3 0.65 0.61 20.2 20.8 
2 2.2 0.69 0.59 29.1 25.0
 
2 2:3 0.73 0.65 26.1 . 29.8 
3 2.2 0.73 0.59 >30 18.8
 
3 2.3 0.62 0.55 21.2 23.1
 
4 2.2 0.61 0,.57 28.5 26.1
 
4 2.3 0.57. 0.59 19.6 30.2
 
5 2.2 0.53 0.60 >30 18.7
 
5 2.3 0.63 0.63 21.8 20.7
 
h .K uzio U.wjOo ~ L. 
6 2.3 0.52 0.52 >30 22.6
 
7 2.2 0.58 0.56 28.1 22.0
 
7 2.3 0.60 0.60 21.4 20.2
 
8 2.2 0.55 0.63 17.0 19.7
 
8 2.3 0.61- 0.61 21.7 19.3 
,
Paul J. Wright , .HF/,'i cro ave .',­
MEASUMENTS DATA- 9 WP/F o. ".2.9 
M,,ETROLOGY STANDARHDS LABORATORY A D to re.oor-s 1.0d 12-4-63. I0-22--GS,rd 

M1.S. 106-24 Ext. 2814/3903 - [1-1 La,o.
L.,abratories. (:lr
 
COLLINS RAD!O CO.. CEDAR RAPIDS, IA. [switches for: Dme bennhil1. ext.38! 
,E.P. 39-74 
Thru Loss And Isolation .'4-
Circulator Frq Hz 
Thru Loss Between Port: 
1 and 2 1 and 3 Isolation Bee,,een Pc1 and 2 1 and 
1 2.2 0.62dB 0.60dB 22.1dB 22.2dB 
1 2.3 0.63 0.59 20.5 20.2 
2 2.2 0.69 0.59 29.1 26.5 
2 2.3 0.73 0.64 25.6 29.6 
3 2.2 0.63 0.58 >30 18.6 
3 2.3 0.58 0.55 2174 23.0 
4 2.2 0.59 0.57 28.2 25.9 
4 2.3 0.56, 0.60 ;9.7 30 • 
5 2.- 0.61 0.61 2,1.8 20.9 
6 2.3 0.49 0.53 23.8 26.1 
6 2.3 0.50 0.54 >30 22.5 
7 2.2 0.58 0.57 27.3 21.8 
7 2.3 0.59 0.60 21.2 20.3 
8 2.2 0.57 0.62 17.1 19.6 





Date "-1-q W.P/File No. .'. 9 
METROLOGY STANDARDS LABORATORY 2,9-.re,,rt. ,r.cj t-.-.' 
M.S. 106-24 Ext. 2814/3903 
COLLINS RADIO CO., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA. r';". ,,-j t "'?: ft:;-' :".*,', 
I. Thru-Loss and Isolation
 
THJRU LOSS BTPWEEN PORT ISOL.-TIO,; BT;JEE-i PORT 
CJiWULATO? GHz 1land 2 ] and 3 1 ahd 2 1 and 3 
1 2.2 dB 9.63 dB 0.59dB 22.7dB -21.1dB
 
1 2.3 0.64 0°60 198- 20.2
 
2 2.2 0.70 O.61 29.8 24°5
 
2 2.3 0.75 0.67 25.9 29.7 
3 2.2 0.67 0.57 >30 18.8
 
3 2.3 0.62 0.56 21.2 23.0
 
4 2.2 0.59 0.55 28.7 25-8
2.3 0°60 0.58 19.6 >30
 
5 2.2 . 0.63 o.60 >30 18.6 
5 2.3- O- 4 22,- 2o-64 
2.2 0°45 0.51 23.7 25.8
 
2.3 0.50 0.53 >30 22.4
 
7 2.2 0.54 0.54 27.5 21o8 
7 2.3 0.57 0°58 21,3 20-3 
8 2.2 0.49 0.57 17.0 19o5
 





Date 5-29-69 WPIe No 2.2.9 
METROLOGY STANDARDS LABORATORY '\ddn. to reports dated 3-21-69, 1-29-69, 
M4.S.10-24 E: 2814/3903. 12-4-68, 10-22-68, 9-3-68, & 7-18-68. 
COLLINS RADIO CO- CEDAR RAPIDY IA 	 E&MI Laboratories., Circulator-Switches 
For: D. IIemphil 1, X3815, EP 39-/48b 
A. Thru Loss and Isolation 
THRU LOSS BETWEEN PORTS ISOLATION, BETWEEN PORfS 
CIRCULATOR FREO. GHz 1- 2 1 - 3 1 - 2 T - 3 
1 2.2 O.63dB -0.59dB 21.1dB 22.0dB 
1 213 6.68 0.63 20.3 19.9 
2 2.2 0.72 0.66 28.7 22.9 
2 2.3 0.78 0.69 26.4 22.8 
3 2.2. 0.75 0.61 >30 18.5 
3-- 2.3 0.64 0.60 21.2 23.3 
4 2.2 0.63 0.60- 28.5 25.7 
4- 2.3 0.60 0.64 19.6 30 
5. 2.2 0.68 0.62 >30 18.1 
C 0_'fl C"A fn47 9f, A 9n 9 
6 2.2 0.52 0.56 - 24.0 25.6 
6 2.3 0.54- 0.54 >30 22.6 
7 2.2 0.56 0.,57 27.4 22.7 
7 2.3 0.60 0.60 21.4 20.4 
8 2.2 0.63 0.69 1-7.2 19.6 
8 2.3 0.60 0.63 21.7 19.5 
$2 W000,>,
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WITH STANDARDS LTR 
REVISIONS 
DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 
t 
PRESCRIBED BY MIL-D-70327, 
THE CLASS DESIGNATION AND 
THE SYMBOLS CAL TA CR 
RA, SSA AND NSR WVICIY MAY 
APPEAR ON THIS DRAWING 
ARE FOR INTERNAL USE 



















LATED TO THE ENGINEERING 
DATA CONTAINED HEREIN. 
3. THE SYMBOL- IN THE REV 











CUAXIAL FERRITE ISOLATOR 7 SWITCH IN ACCORDANCE WITH AND SUB-

JECTED TO THE CONDITIONS OF THIS SPECIFICATION. THIS
 
COMPONENT PART IS FOR USE IN SPACE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.
 
SUGGESTED SOURCES OF SUPPLY - CODE IDENT VENDOR PN 
REVSTATUS REV -I . . - -- - -- C C 
19211221231:4 
CLASS DATE SPECIFICATION CONTROL DRAWING IENGRG c4 _;7 77OF.SHE ETS SHEET 1 '12 3 4 =5 
6'- 7 18 910 1 1314 115 1 17 11 1 
UNLESS OTHERWISEARNEINCHE.SLER COLLINS RADIO lCOMPANY 
SPECIFI ED DIMENSIONS 
ARE IN INCHES TOLER-NCES O  FRACTIONS± NAME DATE 
CIRC0 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. ... 
P 
DECIMALSi ANGLES, PREP/AAM, ' ... -
MATERIAL: 1CHK0vc cz.'@,/4/ ISOLATOR-SW[TCH 
PROJL/A/ 
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO. 
SCALE WT SHEET 1 OF 18 
074-6057.100 SPECIFICATION COMPONENT 
IREV/ 
2.0 	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS: THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS OF THE
 
ISSUE IN EFFECT ON THE DATE OF INVITATION FOR BID, FORM
 
'A PART OF THIS SPECIFICATION, TO THE EXTENT SPECIFIED HEREIN.
 














13.1.1 	 GENERAL.: THE ISOLATOR-SWITCH SHALL BE A TEN PORT COAXIAL
 
DEVICE AS SHOWN SCHEMATICALLY IN FIGURE 2, PORTS 1,3,5,8 AND
 
9 WILL BE INPUT PORTS. PORTS 2,4,6,7, AND 10 WILL BE OUTPUT
 
PORTS. JUNCTIONS (1), (2), (3), (4), (6), (8) SHALL BE
 
SEMI-LATCHED CIRCULATOR SWITCHES DESIGNED TO PASS RF POWER IN
 
ONE DIRECTION WHEN THE JUNCTION IS BIASED WITH A PERMANENT
 
MAGNET AND TO PASS RF POWER IN THE OTHER DIRECTION WHEN
 
JUNCTION BIASED WITH AN ELECTROMAGNET CIRCUIT. REMOVAL OF
 
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY SHALL CAUSE RF POWER TO PASS IN
 
THE ORIGINAL DIRECTION. JUNCTIONS (5), (7) SHALL BE CIR­
tttt ATflf T eAt A tAne rrrAJ l rrk.r.rrm"11 1 n Atl 
3.1.2. 	 FREQUENCY: THE ISOLATOR-SWITCH SHALL OPERATE OVER A FREQUENCY
 
RANGE FROM 2100 MHz TO 2400 MHz.
 
3.1.3. 	 INPUT POWER (RF): PORTS 5. 8 AND 9 SHALL BE TESTED WITH A CW
 
INPUT POWER OF 20 WATTS MINIMUM 30 WATTS MAXIMUM. PORTS 1 AND
 
3 SHALL BE TESTED WITH A CW INPUT POWER OF 2 WATTS MAXIMUM.
 
3.1.4. 	 LOADS: THE LOADS SHALL BE 50 OHM INTERNAL LOADS CAPABLE OF
 




5.1. 	 JUNCTIONS (1), (2), (3), (4), (6) AND (8) OF THE IsOLATOR-SWITCH
 
SHALL BE CAPABLE OF PASSING RF POWER AND BEING SWITCHED BY
 
THE APPLICATION OF DC CURRENT AS OUTLINED IN TABLE 2.
 
SIZE CODE 	 IDENT IDWG. NO. 
A NO., 
2SCALE NONE 	 I WT SEE SHEET I 1SHEET 
3.1.5.1.1. 	 JUNCTION (1) SHALL PASS POWER FROM PORT I TO PORT 2 WITHOUT
 
-THE APPLICATION OF DC CURRENT'TOkTHE SWITCHING COIL. JUNCTION
 
(1)SHALLBE CAPABLE OF BEING SWITCHED BY THE APPLICATION OF DC
 
CURRENT TO PINS 1 AND 2. THE RF PATH WILL THEN BE FROM
 
PORT 1 TO JUNCTION (2). UPON THE REMOVAL OF DC CURRENT FROM
 
PINS I AND 2 JUNCTION (1) SHALL BE BIASED TO PASS RF POWER
 
FROM PORT 1PTO PORT 2.
 
3.1.5.1.2. 	 JUNCTIONS (2), (3), (4), (6) AND (8) SHALL HAVE SIMILAR 
SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS TO THOSF nF ,IIINTTnN (1) Aq 
OUTLINED IN TABLE 2. 
3.15.2. 	 COIL:
 
3.1.5.2.1. 	 NOMINAL COIL VOLTAGE: THE NOMINAL COIL VOLTAGE REQUIRED
 
FOR PROPER OPERATION AT 25°C SHALL BE 7 VOLTS DC.
 
3.1.5.2.2. 	 COIL POWER: THE COIL SHALL NOT REQUIRE MORE THAN 800 MILLI
 
WATTS OF DC POWER, OVER.THE TEMPERATURE RANGE SPECIFIED IN
 
3.3.1 WHEN OPERATED FROM A CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE WITH
 
CURRENT REGULATION OF +1 MILLIAMPERE'FROM THE NOMINAL
 




3.1.5 	 PORT 1: WITH PORTS 2, 3 AND 4 TERMINATED IN A VSWR LOAD OF
 
1.3:1, THE VSWR.PRESENTED BY THE ISOLATOR SWITCH SHALL NOT
 
SHALL NOT-EXCEL) .z5: ANYWHERE IN THE REGION FROM 2.1 GHz 
TO 2.4 GHz. THE SWITCH SHALL BE ENERGIZED PER TABLE 2. 
3.1,6.2. 	 VSWR MEASUR.EMENTS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR PORTS 3,5,8 AND 9 ARE
 




3.1.7. 	 INSERTION LOSS:
 
3.1.7.1. 	 PORT 1 TO PORT 2: THE TOTAL INSERTION LOSS, INCLUDING VSWR,
 
BETWEEN PORTS 1 AND 2, SHALL NOT EXCEED 0.3 db ANYWHERE IN
 
THE REGION BETWEEN 2.2 AND 2.3 GHz AND SHALL NOT EXCEED
 
0.35 db ANYWHERE IN THE REGION FROM 2.1 TO 2.4 GHz. THE
 
SWITCH SHALL BE ENERGIZED PER TABLE 2.
 
3.1.7.2. 	 INSERTION LOSS MEASUREMENTS AND R-EQUIREMENTS FOR THE OTHER
 
RF PATHS ARE PRESENTED IN TABLE 4. THE SWITCH SHALL BE
 
ENERGIZED PER TABLE 2.
 
SIZE CODE ,DENT DWG. NO.A 	 -NO 




3.1.8.1. PORT 1 TO PORT 4:: THE TOTAL ISOLATION BETWEEN PORT 1 AND 
PORT 4 SHALL BE NOT LESS THAN 36 db ANYWHERE IN THE-REGION­
2.1 TO. 2.4 GHz. PORTS 2 AND 3 SHALL BE TERMINATED IN 1.3:1 
VSWR LOAD. THE SWITCH SHALL BE ENERGIZED AS IN TABLE 2. 
3.1.8.2. ISOLATION MEASUREMENTS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR THE O.THER 
PATHS ARE PR:ESENTED IN TABLE 5. THE SWITCH SHALL BE 
ENERGIZED PER TABLE 2. 
RF 
3.1.9., RF IMRED-ANCE: 
50 OHMS. 
THE NOMINAL IMPEDANCE OF ALL PORTS SHALL BE 
MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS: 
3.2.1. DIMENSI'ONS-: DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN fN FIGURE 4. ALL CHANGES 
IN DIMENSIONS,, CONNECTOR LOCATIONS, OR MOUNTING SHALL, BE 
COORDINATED WITH AND SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF COLLINS 
RADIO COMPANY. 
3.2.2. WEIGHT: THE TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE 
EXCEED 64 OUNCES. 
ISOLATOR-S'WITCH SHALL NOT 
3.2.3. MATERIAL AND FINISHES: THE MANUFACTURER SHALL BE R-ESPONSIBLE 
FOR THE SE.,ECTION OF- MATERIALS AND-FINISHES COMPATIBLE WITH 
I hI'.Kt )II tI t. rIV I utr I1 13 ~rrtu, r i um I u N 
3.2.4. CONNECTORS: CONNECTORS SHALL BE-GREMAR RED-LINE SERIES 
FEMALE OR- EQUIVALENT.­
3.2.5., MARKING: AS A MINIMUM, EACH-UNIT SHALL BE LEGIBLY ANDPERMANENTLY 'MARKED WITH MANUFACTURER"S NAME OR SYMBOL, 
COLLINS PART'NUMBER, S'ERIAL .NUMBER, PORT AND D-C CURRENT 
PIN IDENTIFICATION. THESE MARKING'S SHALL BE LEGIBL'E 
FOLLOWING ALL TESTS. 
3.2.6. PORT LOCATION: SEE"FIGURE 2 AND FIGURE 3 FOR PORT LOCATION. 
2.7. ADJUSTMENTS: THE-REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SPECIFICATION SHALL 
BE FULFILLED AND MAINTAINED WITHOUT AN EXTERNALLY ACCESSIBLE 
ADJUSTMENT. 
3.2.8. WORKMANSHIP: WORKMANSHIP SHALL CONFORM TO THE REQUIREMENTS-
OF COLLINS -QUALITY STANDA-RDS MANUAL-,. 074-0011-00. 
SIZE CODE IDENT DWG. NO.
 
NO. 
A 13499 SEC o 2 
SCAL'E NONE I WT SEE SHE'ET fSHEET,I 4 
LREV
 
3.3. ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS: 
3.3.1. RF BREAKDOWN: THE ISOLATOR-SWITCH SHALL OPERATE AT FULL INPUT 
POWER-IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF 760 MILLIMETERS OF HG AND SHALL BE 
FREE OF BREAKDOWN. 
3.3.2. PHASE MODULATION: THE ISOLATOR-SWITCH SHALL NOT INTRODUCE 
MORE THAN 0.005 DEGREES RMS RESIDUAL PHASE MODULATION UNDER 
ANY OR ALL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS OR COMBINATION OF 
CONDITIONS SPECIFIED UNDER SECTION 3.3 OF THIS SPECIFICATION. 
3.3.3. RADIATION INTERFERENCE: WITH4 30 WATTS RF DRIVE POWER IN THE 
REGION OF 2200 TO 2300 MHz APPLIED TO THE ISOLATOR-SWITCH, 
THE RADIATED LEAKAGE FROM THE ISOLATOR SHALL NOT EXCEED 
90 DB BELOW 1 WATT (-60 DBM). 
Z.J.lf. MAGNETIC FIELDS: AS A DESIGN GOAL MAGNETIC FIELDS FROM PERMANE.NI 
OR ELECTRO MAGNETS SHALL BE CONFINED WITHIN THE PHYSICAL 
DIMENSIONS OF THE ISOLATOR-SWITCH. 
3.3.5. OPERATING LIFE: THE ISOLATOR-SWITCH SHALL BE CAPABLE OF 
OPERATING FOR 10,000 HOURS. 
3.3.6. SHELF LIFE: THE MINIMUM SHELF LIFE SHALL BE 5 YEARS. 
3.3.7. TEMPERATURE RANGE: 
'7 1 ADCDATTMCi Tcm'CDA TIIDr nAhrC . IAor 'TAno OCIMDrCrIT 4. KAiMT~ 
-PLATE TEMPERATuK) 
3.3.7.2. NON-OPERATING (STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE): -40'C TO +85°C 
3.3.8. OPERATING PRESSURE CONDITION: 760 MILLIMETERS OF Hg 
3.3.9. VIBRATION: THE UNIT SHALL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF PARAGRAPH 
3.1 AND SHALL SHOW NO EVIDENCE OF PHYSICAL OR MECHANICAL 
DAMAGE DURING AND FOLLOWING SUBJECTION TO VIBRATION TESTS. 
3.3.9.1. RANDOM VIBRATION: THE TEST SPECIMAN SHALL BE MOUNTED TO 
BRACKETS AS SHOWN IN FIGS. NO. 5 AND 6 AND THIS ASSEMBLY 
SHALL BE MOUNTED TO A 2 INCH THICK ALUMINUM FLAT PLATE. 
THE TEST SPECIMAN SHALL BE SUBJECTED TO RANDOM VIBRATION 
FOR A MINIMUM OF SIX MINUTES ALONG EACH OF THE THREE 
ORTHOGONAL AXES AS FOLLOWS: 
SIZE CODE DENT DWG. NO. 
NO. 
A 134 9 
SCALE NONE IWT SEE SHEET I SHEET 5 
RANGE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY LEVEL
 
10 TO 70 CPS LINEAR INCREASE FROM .012g 2/CPS TO .09g 2/C
 











/0S 7 0 50/0020 
/0 -5070100o 500 /00 o-. oo 

• -E'9 EC/cK (cps) 
.,9A Al)OA-I V8 7ATIOV T3 T V[4 
TOLERANCES: +3DB 
ON SPECTRAL DENSITY AT ANY FREQUENCY.
 
OVERALL grms LEVEL: 1-3.5g rms +10%
 




NO. DWG. NO. ; , 
A 134*99ONE I r%Z;.E 





TEMPERATURE CYCLING: THE UNIT SHALL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF
 
PARAGRAPH 3.1 AND THERE SHALL BE NO EVIDENCE OF PHYSICAL OR
 
MECHANICAL DAMAGE.FOLLOWING SUBJECTION TfO TEMPERATURE CYCLING
 




TOXIC FUMES OR VAPORS: NO TOXIC FUMES OR VAPOR SHALL BE
 




HUMIDITY: THE UNIT SHALL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF PARAGRAPH
 
3:1 
AND THERE SHALL BE NO EVIDENCE OF PHYSICAL OR MECHANICAL
 
DAMAGE FOLLOWING SUBJECTION TO HUMIDITY PER MIL-STD-202
 








SCREENING ACCEPTANCE: PRIOR TO SHIPMENT, EACH UNIT SHALL BE.
 
SCREENED BY SUBJECTING EACH UNIT TO THE TESTS AND CONDITIONING
 
SPECIFIED IN ;ABLE 1. UNITS NOT CONFORMING SHALL BE REJECTED.
 
TEST DATA WITH PART IDENTIFICATION SHALL BE INCLUDED WITH THE
 
SHIPMENT OF THE UNIT. TFST nATA SAII 
RF IN TF FdnRM OF
 







TEST DR CONDITIONING REF. PARA, REQUIREMENTS
 
VISUAL AND MECHANICAL 3.2
 
SWITCHING 3.1.5 A & B
 
VSWR 3.1.6 A & B
 
INSERTION LOSS 3.1.7 
 A & B
 
ISOLATION 3.1.8 
 A & B
 
SIZE CODE IDEI4T DWG. NO. -
NO, 4" 
AE 13499 
SCALE NONE IWT SEE SHEET 1 SF FT 7 
TEST REQUIREMENTS
 
A: 	 ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION MAY BE PERFORMED OVER THE RANGE
 
2.2 TO 2.3 GHz ONLY. SUFFICIENT DATA TO INSURE COM-

PLIANCE TO THESE REQUIREMENTS MUST BE-PROVIDED.
 
B: 	 THE SEQUENCE OF THE ELECTRICAL TESTING MAY BE DETERMINED
 
BY THE SUPPLIER. HOWEVER, AN ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
 
SHALL DICTATE THE TEST SEQUENCE.
 
C: 	 THE TESTS, LISTED IN TABLE 1 ABOVE, ARE THE MINIMUM
 
REOUIREMENTS FOR VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE TO THIS
 
SPECIFICATION. HOWEVER, REQUIREMENTS NOT SPECIFICALLY
 
CALLED OUT ARE NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS WAIVERED, AND THE
 
SUBCONTRAGTOR S:HALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR-COMPLIANCE TO ALL
 
REQUIREMENTS FOR, SECTION 3 OF THIS SPECIFICATION.
 
D: 	 COLLINS RADIO CO. RESERVES THE RIGHT TO PERFORM ANY AND
 
ALL TESTS TO CONFIRM COMPLIANCE WITH THIS SPECIFICATION
 
AND WITH THE VENDOR HAVING THE PRIVILEGE TO WITNESS SUCH
 






PACKAGING: .THE UNITS SHALL EE INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED IN SUCH
 
A MA.MK117 t11rr r r,,.-.------------------zz 	 --- - --
HANDLIN6.
 
PACKING: UNITS, PACKAGED AS SPECIFIED, SHALL BE PACKED IN
 
CONTAINERS OF THE TYPE, SIZE AND KIND COMMONLY USED FOR
 
THE PURPOSE, AND A MANNER THAT WILL ENSURE ACCEPTANCE BY
 
-COMMON CARRIER AND SAFE DELIVERY AT DESTINATION.
 
NOTES: THIS SECTION IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SPECIFICATION.
 




A 13499Q 	 cZ~ 2 
4CAl p "mmlI~ WiT ca uceT I tir 
TABLE 
Switch Mode 






1 Port I to Pott 2 None 
2 
3 
Port 1 to Poyt 4 









Port 3 to Port 2 








Port 5 to 
Port 8 to 









9 Port 9 to Port 7 
7-8 
9-1011-12 







VSWR MEAS J :EMENTS 
Port VSWR Re uirement Mw te Terminations 
P7Y2 Hz 2.1 - 2.4 GHZ Tl ,e 2 Port VSWR Load 
1 1.20:1 1.25:1 2,3,4 1,3:1 
3 1,2,4 I6 





_ _ _ 6,7,8 ,9,10
 





 i "0 5,6,7,8,10 all phase
 
rnr 8 I,5,6,9,7,10 













(Port to Port) 
1 to 2 
Insertion Loss L.equirement 
_ 
2.2 - 2.3 GHz 2.1 - 2.4 GHz 













3 to 4 
1 to 4 
3 to 2 
5 to 7 
5 to 6 























9 to 10 
to 10 












Isolation Switch I Terminations 
RF Path Isolation Path Requiremen: Mode 
(Port to Port) (Port to Port) 2.1-2.4 GH;: (Table 2.) Port VSWR Load 
1 to 2 1 to 4 LT 36 db 1 2,3 1.3:1 
3 to 4 3 to 2 36 3 1,4 
1 to 4 1 to 2 18 ,'. 2 3,4 
3 to 2 3 to 4 18 4 11,2 
> 5 to 7 5 to'6 18 5 17,8,9,10 
z n 5 to 6 5 to 7 36 6 F6,3,9,10 
0 0 U-_ 9____ 0 
zM CA.. z 8 to 7 8 to 10 TLT 36 db 7 , 5,6,7,9 
--
_ _ _ --.- . -
M 8 to 7 8 to 9 36- 7 5,6,7,10 
1 8 to 7 8 to 6 36 7 5,7,9,10 
,, :E 8 8to5 6,7,9,10 
z 9 to 10 9 to 7 NLT 36 db 10 5,6,8,10 
9 to 10 9 t 8 36 10 5,6,7,10 
S 8 to 10 8 to 7 .' NILT 18 db 8 5,6,9,10 
t 8 to 0 8 to 9 36 8 5,6,7,10 
9 to 7 9 to 10 ' ILT 18 db 95,6,7,8 




SOLID ARROW INDICATES DIRECTION OF RF PATH WHEN COIL IS DE-ENERGIZED.
 
DASHED ARROW INDICATED DIRECTION OF RF PATH WHEN COIL IS ENERGIZED. 
POLARITY OF DC POWER TO BE APPLIED TO THE SWITCH INDICATED BY THE (+) 
AND C-) DESIGNATORS ON THE SCHEMATIC. 
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